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1Q Community Leaders Detained Qy Security Police

'

Early in the morning of Thursday 21 May sixteen community leaders
in Singapore were picked up and detained by the Internal Security
Department of the Singapore Government .
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RESPECTED LAWYER DETAINED
One of those taken is MS Teo Soh Lung,
a member of
the Law
Society Council and a respected lawyer who has a long record of
comunity service.
Last year she achieved national prom1nence by
giving evidence to a Parliamentary Select Committee against a
bill which undermined the inde pendence of the legal profession.
The Law Society has held emergency meetings to express its
concern and to initiate urgent enquiries of the government.
The sixteen leaders are involved in community work.
women's
awareness groups, journalism,
publishing, community law,
the
dramatic arts. civil liberties.
church work and an opposition
party.
Nine of them are women , four hove graduated fr om
universities in the United Kingdom.
two are Malaysian citizens.
and ten have been working with the Catholic Church (full or parttime) .
ALLEGED COMMUNIST NETWORK
On Friday 22 May the government-controlled STRAITS TIMES reported
a statement from the Ministry for Home Affairs saying that
the
community
leaders
were
arrested
"in
connection
with
investigations
into
a
clandestine
communist
network" .
Investigations are proceeding and a detailed statement would be
issued "in due course".
CHURCH REACTION
The same day Father Patrick Goh. National Chaplain of Young
Christian Workers.
wrote to the government expressing his shock
and attesting to the Christian faith and commitment of the
detainees.
In statements to the BBC and foreign press he said.
"The government has not been happy with our efforts to educate
people to the reality of poverty."
Father Edgar D'Souza. editor of Singapore's THE CATHOLIC NEWS,
said.
"I find · it impossible to believe.t_hey are communists or
conununist sympathisers."
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wants to put away influential community leaders well before the
next elections in 1988 or 1989.
The growing unpopularity of the
government
appears to be unsettling Singapore's
political
leaders.
Church and human rights groups are mobilising internationally to
demand the immediate release of these prisoners of conscience and
to object to the repressive actions of the Singapore government.
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SINGAPORE HUMAN .RIGHTS ALERT
Church Responds.

Inhumane Treatment of Detainees.
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BIG ATTENDANCE AT CHURCH SERVICE
A special Mass was held to pray for the detainees at the Church
of Our Lady of Perpetual Succour, Siglap Hill, Singapore at 8.30
p.m. on Wednesday 27 May. The service was led by Archbishop Yong
and more than 2,.,000 people attended.
Four friends and relatives
of detainees spoke and attested to their integrity and character.
THE CHURCH SPEAKS
After meeting with his clergy the next day, Archbishop Gregory
Yong issued a statement on 28 May.
It said that the Church was
perturbed by the arrests and that it was concerned for the
detainees and their families.
While the church is against
Marxism,
it is the mission of the church to include teaching on
matters pertaining to justice as it applies to social. political
and economic issues. The teachings of the Church are part of its
tradition and mission, they have worldwide application and do not
derive from any one theology. The Church confirms its confidence
and support for all the Catholic organisations named by the
Ministry of Home Affairs.
To the best of the Church's knowledge
the detained full-time workers of the Church are fully committed
to the work in their organisations.
The six detained voluntary
workers have generously contributed their time and energy to the
Church. The Church hopes and prays that justice will be done and
be seen to be done.
It hopes that the detainees will be treated
humanely.
(A full text will issued as soon as obtained.}
The Archbishop will issue a Pastoral Letter on Sunday.
It seems that Fr Patrick Goh and Fr Edgar D ' Souza are heading
support committee for the families.

a

ACCESS DENIED FOR ONE WEEK
Although the arrests were made on 21 May, no f~ilies or lawYers
were able to see the detainees until 27 May. However it is still
not clear whether all the detainees have been seen. In
particular there is concern over Vincent Cheng.
There are no
reports of him being seen at all.
A Bible and rosary were given to Internal Security Dept officers
for Ms Tang Lay Lee on 27 May.
The officers gave an assurance
she would· be given them immediately. When seen on May 28 she had
still not received them.
DETAINEES SLAPPED AND BRUISED
It is reliably reported that Ms Teo Soh Lung was slapped during
interrogation.
Ms Tang Lay Lee has a thick,
long blue-black
bruise on the right side of her jaw. There is considerable
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SINGAPORE HUMAN RIGHTS ALERT
Tan Wah Piow Refutes Govt Allegations.

~ i nees

Unrepresented.

INTERNATIONAL DISBELIEF
Disbelief has been the in~ernational reaction to the Singapore
Government's allegations that the 16 detained community leaders
were involved in~ communist plot to overthrow it. There has also
been an outcry against the unjust Internal Security Act which
enables the government to imprison anybody it wishes without
tria 1.
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TAN WAH PIOW CHALLENGES SINGAPORE GOVERNMENT
The allegations all tie up to the supposed "mastermind" of the
plot. Mr Tan Wah Piow. who is now reading law at Balliol College,
Oxford. UK. On 28 May he replied to the government's smear
campaign with a full statement to the press.
(The 5 page
dQcument is available on request.)
He said:
"First and for-emost. I wish to categorically deny having any
ideological or organisational links.
let alone being
the
mastermind of any alleged attempt to set up a communist state in
Singapore. If ever there were any attempt by any group to set up
such a communist state. I shall be the first to oppose ...
My primary political concern is how best we. as Singaporeans. can
strengthen the guarantee of civil liberties which are espoused in
the Singapore Constitution... I have ideologically embraced the
notion of the rule of law and constitutionalism as the primary
basis of protecting the rights of individuals.
The Singapore Government is well aware that I intend to propagate
these legitimate jurisprudential views and the government is also
fully aware that I am one who is capable of putting the most
complex of social ideals into language which the layman can
understand.
Combining these ideas with my skill. they become a
lethal threat to the Singapore government which opts to rule·· by
abusa of law than rule according to law ...
I am as close to Marxism as the Singapore
justice and democracy."

government
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PARALLEL WITH BENIGNO AQUINO AND KIM DAE JUNG

~~

Interpreting the recent events in Singapore. observers have noted
a similarity with the Philippines and Korea.
Both President
Marcos
and President Chun resisted the return of
exiled
opposition leaders · Benigrio ~ Aquino and Kim Dae Jung to . their
respective countries.
Aquino returned to his death at the hands
of Marcos' military at Manila Airport.
Kim was able to return

i~
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PASTORAL LEITER
On Sunday 31 May. a pastoral letter and statement (Update 2) were
read out at all Catholic Churches in Singapore.
The main part
was the joint statement reported previously . The pastoral letter
took the form of a short .:ntroduction and conclusion to the joint
statement.
The Archbishop. Gregory Yong. has' asked for prayers
for the detainees and their families . This will tdke the form of
offering Masses for them.
praying for them during Masses ~and
encouraging people .t,p pray daily for the detainees 1'1nd their
f dffii 1 ies.
'·
CHRISTIAN STUDENTS THREATENED
The Young members of the Student Christian Movement are being
harrassed by security offic·ials and pressured to give information
under threat~of a "second sweep" of arrests.
WORKERS' PARTY LEADER ARREStED
On 30 May. Mr J B Jeyaretnam.
secretary general of the Workers'
Party and until his expulsion in January .one of the two
opposition members of parliament . was arrested for demonstrating
against the detentions outside the presidential palace. He has
been released on bail.
The government waited until it was able
to expel him from parliament (where he raised many questions)
before it acted to detain the 16 communitY leaders. Special
legislation was passed to enable his expulsion.
Mr Jeyaretnam is
a lawyer and an Anglican layman.
DIVERSION FROM CORRUPTION PROBE
It is interesting to note that the detentions occurred the day
before the date of the inquiry report into the death of cabinet
minister Teh Cheong Wan.
Teh committed suicide last year as a
result of
investigations by the police into his activities as
minister in charge of the Housing Development Board.
This is a
considerable embarrassment for the Prime Minister who always held
him up as an example of l eadership despite widespread rumours of
c o rruption among the general populace .
DETAINEES UNREPRESErrrED
To date it appears that not all detainees have lawyers.
This is
important in order to ensure access to them on a regular basis.
Those who do not have lawyers yet include Vincent Cheng. Kenneth
Tsang. Tay Hong Seng. Low Yit Leng, Tan Tee Seng. Jenny Chin.
Legal representation for Chia Boon Tai and Chung Lai Mei has been
offered but has yet to be confirmed.
BAD TREATMENT
Further reports of bad treatment are coming in.
Kevin De Souza
has apparently been badly treated.
Vincent Cheng is reported to
be drawn.
haggard and looking unwell.
Ms Ng Bee Leng was sent
to hospital on the second day of her arrest.

-~

MEDIA REPORTS
The Singapore STRAITS TIMES continues to print the propaganda put
out by the government.
On Friday 29 May the headline was "How I
Used the Church" -and gave a purported ~onfession ~Y Viricent
Cheng. It is expected that this propaganda will continue for some
days.
It is reported that ASIAWEEK.
office. will nnt nnu ,... .......

under pressure from its
., , .,.).,
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SINGAPORE HUMAN RIGHTS ALERT
Archbishop Turns the Kev.

Detainees' Families Harrassed.

ARCHBISHOP ACCEPTS GOVT "EVIDENCE"
Giving in to constant pressure from the government Archbishop
Gregory Yang yesterday joined Prime Minister Lee Kuan Yew in a
press conference from which the foreign press was excluded. The
Archbishop said he
the government's files on Vincent
• was shown
Cheng and was satisfied
with the evidence because " ... the man
himself admitted that he was using the church ... ". However. t"he
Archbishop has not yet talked to Vincent Cheng himself.
Tl;1e government-controlled STRAITS TIMES today headlines its front
page with the words "Archbishop Accepts Evidence" and says
Vincent Cheng has admitted using various Church groups and
publications to further the Marxist cause. However, no evidence
is given for this statement or for the Archbishop's conclusion.
It is clear that. as Executive Secretary of the Justice and Peace
Commission. Vincent Cheng would have "used" the Church for work
That was his job.
It seems that the
on justice and peace.
Government sees this as Marxism and has somehow convinced the
Archbishop.
Neither is there any evidence presented of a confession despite
constant allusions to it.
It would seem possible that Vincent
Cheng has merely told interrogators about his job and that they
have been using this as though it were a confession.

PM REFUSES TRIAL
The Archbishop said he had asked the government to give proof
that the 9 detained church workers - apart from Vincent Cheng
who. he said. has made an admission
were involved in a
clandestine communist network. Here PM Lee interrupted to po~nt
out that he had never said he was going to prove anything in a
court of · law.
"It is not a practice. nor will I allow
subversives to get away by insisting that I got to prove
everything against them in a court of law or evidence that will
stand up to the strict rules of evidence of a court of law," he
said.

....

,
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ARCHBISHOP LOCKS UP OWN FLOCK
Yesterday PM Lee gave the Archbishop the key to lock up his own
flock.
W~ttingty or
unwittingly, the Archbishop has turned the
key.
His rna1n point during the press conference was that he
wished to ensure that there was no conflict between the church
and the state.
He further said if the government presented
similar evidence in respect of the other detainees he would
accept it.
Thus did he unconsciously invite the government to
int,nsify its interrogation of the other detainees.

I
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Emeraency committee for human r ights
in Singapore _ _____
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UPDATE NO. 5
SINGAPORE HUMAN RIGHTS ALERT

Government Forces "Confessions" To Be Shown on TV Soon.

'"r

Local & International Calls for Democracy & Justice.
"CONFESSIONS" VIDEOTAPED

Videotap·ing of "confess ions" by many detainees is reportedly
almost completed and they are expected to be screened on national
TV in the near future.
Editing of the tapes to produce the most
damaging confessions and also the long-term political strategy of
the government will no doubt determine the exact timing.
Ms NG Bee Leng is finished with her videotaping.
Mr Vincent
Cheng was seen being driven away from the ISD prison presumably
to the Singapore Broadcasting Corporation studios. Ms TEO Soh

Lung has resisted videotaping to date and has sent word through
her lawver asking friends whether she should do it or not.
NEWSFLASH

NEWSFLASH

NEWSFLASH

NEWSFLASH

NEWSFLASH

NEWSFLASH

AS TIIIS UPDATE GOES TO PRESS WE HAVE HEARD THAT VINCENT CHENG
WILL MAKE A PUBLIC CONFESSION ON TV TOMORROW NIGHT TUESDAY 9 JUNE
AT 9.30 PM.
TO MAKE IT MORE "CONVINCING" TO THE PUBLIC. wE ARE
TOLD THAT MR CHENG WILL BE INTERVIEWED BY REPORTERS ALONG WITII
CHARTS OF THE "MARXIST NETWORK" WHICH WILL BE POINTED TO BY MR
CHENG WHILE EXPLAINING HIS ROLE.
THE GOVT MUST KNOW THAT A
DETAINEE READING A "CONFESSION" FROM A PREPARED STATEMENT NO
LONGER IMPRESSES THE PUBLIC.
NEWSFLASH

NEWSFLASH

NEWSFLASH

NEWSFLASH

NEWSFLASH

NEWSFLASH

NO LEGAL VALUE

Such forced confessions are routine in Singapore for people
detained without trial under the Internal Security 'Act. The Act
is used precisely because the government has insufficient
evidence to get a conviction in an open court. Thus the
detainees are forced to confess and to implicate others as the
price for their own release. The government will then point to
the confessions as proof of the charges it originally made
against the detainees. However. making a confession is also no
guarantee of release.

..
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CATHOLIC NEWS and press liaison officer of the Archdiocese of
Singapore) and Guillaume Arotcarena ('director of the Catholic
Centre for Foreign Workers) . The Archbishop stated they resigned
because they wished "to avoid a conflict or collision bet~een the
Church and State". The priests themselves issued no statement.
Further the Archbishop banned the June 14 issue of THE CATHOLIC
NEWS which was ready for distribution and closed down with
immediate effect the Catholic Centre for Foreign Workers .
•

'r.frt

FORCED TO RESIGN
The 4 priests were forced to resign. They were given an
ultimatum to either re·s ign or be branded Marxist and be arrested.
Others would be arrested along with them. The Archbishop also
informed them that he would not support them at all if they were
arrested. It seem5 he has caved in to the Prime Minister ' s
threat that if the Archbishop cannot control his own church then
the government will do it for him.
NO POLITICS
While himself acting on the basis of pressure from secular
po l iticians, the Archbishop has banned all his clergy from
"mi xing religion and politics." in thei.r sermons. On June 5 he
further suspended the 4 pr i ests, a measure which prevents them
from preaching at all. He also prohibited them from having
anything to do with their former organisations.
EVEN PRAYERS FORBIDDEN
The Archbishop has a lso forbidden the saying of public prayers
for the detainees and their families.
It is reported that the Archbishop is very relieved that the
detentions now. in his view, have nothing to do with the Ch'urch.
The families have wri t ten to the Pope telling him of the sequence
of events and of their disappointment that their Archbishop has
surrendered his pastoral responsibility to the government.
AS I~ B.I SHOPS MEET
The Catholic bishops from the Asian region will meet on June 14.
It is expected that they will consider the Singapore situation.
Catholic leaders in Malaysia are known to be highly critical of
Archbishop Yong's actions.
EVERYTHING IS CRUSHED
It is reported that many Catholics and community leaders dre
· shocked -~ at. how every organisation which was concerned with the
welfare of the poor and of workers has been crushed after years
of faithful work. They also note how this action accords with
the government's concern with its sharp drop in popularity at the
last General Election and its interest in ensuring that there is
no effective critical coalition of community groups at the time
of the next election in 1988 or 1989.

' ·. ~
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SINGAPORE HUMAN RIGHTS ALERT
Some Releases & More "Confessions" Expected.
Internal Security Act <ISA).

Focus on

"CONFESSIONS" & RELEASES
As expected one forced "confession" has been televised to date
ana there are rumours of the 1mpending re lea.se of some of the ·
detainees. These rumours are always most in.tense shortly before
the 30 day limit (28 days plus 48 hours) by which time the
authorities must issue a detention order or release the
deta1nees. That dead! ine is June 2.0 (ectrl'/ rnornitlq ~inqopcre. time).
This hoPe of release is used by the Singapore government to
prevent active protest by the detainees ' families and community
groups. But it is doubtful that more than a few. if any. will be
released in the short term.
ISA REMAINS
Whatever happens on June 20, the faithful work and the
reputations of the detainees have been destroyed along with their
organisations. Also, the repressive Internal Security kct
remains with its provisions for detention without trial at the
whim of the government. It is the task of all those who urge the
release of the "Singapore 16" to ensure that this legislation is
the object of a sustained international campaign to ensure that
it is difficult, if not impossible, for it to be used again.
THE

1

'V INCENT CHENG SHOW"

For 85 minutes from 9.30 pm on Tuesday 9 June, Singapore TV
showed the forced "confession'' of Vincent Cheng. Four government
journalists interviewed him. It took the form of a pseudoacademic discussion of religion and politics and added nothing
new to the vague charges already made .by the government: Mr
Cheng made clear his opposition to violent change in Singapore.
Asked whether Mr Tan Wah Piow had offered him a post after his
planned takeover of the government, Mr Cheng replied good
hwmouredly that he supposed he might be made Minister of
Religion:
Asked who would have agreed with what he did, Mr Cheng said that
Fathers Goh, Ho and D'Souza would have agreed but that he did not
inform them of his undeclared intentions. (This fits the pattern
of being forced to implicate others in confessions.)

....
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MALAYSIAN BISHOPS OBJECT STRONGLY
}
On 3 June the Catholi·c Archbishop of Malaysia, Archb1shop Soter
/'
Fernandez, called on the Singapore government to release all the 1
16 people detained under the ISA "pending due process of law and
justice". "In view of the recent press release from Singapore
concerning the de~osition of Mr Vincent Cheng, we insist all the
more that the evidence be brought to open court," Archbishop
Fernandez said in a joint statement with Bishop J Chan and Bishop
A Selvanayagam. The bishops said they were deeply concerned
about the allegations made against the Church organisations by
the Singapore government. The Archbishop further revealed that
120 nat.i.9nal- Catb..olic ch_9rita_!>Le Orfr.ani!ia.tioos me.t in Rome the
/
previous week and sent a telegram to Prime Minister Lee Kuan Yew
requesting immediate release of the 16 pending due process of law 1
and justice .
DISAPPROVE
Also on June 3 the National Union of Journalists in Malaysia
expressed its disappointment with the stand taken by Archbishop
Gregory Yong of Singapore who appeared to accept the government's
"evidence" against r.tr Vincent Cheng. NUJ Secretary-General, Mr
GOH Kay Chong, said the archbishop had "no basis" for agreeing
with the information disclosed by the Singapore Government
including .the so-called "admiss1on'' because such statements were
made under extreme duress and not of Mr Cheng's own free will in
the presence of a lawYer.
Jo~rALISTS

flU]

He said it wou1d have been more appropriate if the archbishop had
stood firm on the ground that nobody was guilty until proven so.
Mr Goh sa~d he hoped the public would not be misled by the
archbishop's stand.

.'..

BANNED EDITION AVAILABLE
The June 14 issue of THE CATHOLIC NEWS of Singapore has been
received by UPDATE. It contains clear descriptions of the
organisations to wh ich the detainees belonged and of their
activities. It attests to the characters of those detained. It
was banned by Archbishop Yong after his meeting with Prime
Minister Lee Kuan Yew.
SINGAPORE OPPOSITION LEADER SPEAKS OUT AGAIN
Soon after his arrest for demonstrating against the detentions of
the "Singapore 16", Workers ' Party Secretary-General, Mr J B
Jeyaretnam held a press conference on June 3 demanding that the
government release them. He said that the fact that the
government would not take the 16 to court proved that there was
no evidence against them. He further pointed out that the Prime
Minister's statement did not contain a word that the government
had evidence that the detainees were planning violent action or
were preparing to create mass unrest or violence to threaten
Singapore's security. He said only such crimes justified the use
of the ISA.
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rAotearoa/NewZealand - Protest letters have been ~ent to the
Singapore Government by the National Council of Churches and the
Catholic Commission for Evangelisation. Justice and Development.
The staff of the Law Facult1es of the Un1versities of Auckland.
, Victoria (Wellington) and CanterburY (Christchurch) have signed
open letters to the Singapore High Commission seeking the
iliiDediate release of the detainees. They sto.ted "As citizens and
jurists of a Commonwealth democracy committed to the rule of law
we cannot condone the deprivation of liberty of any person
without charge, the refusal of their right of free and
confidential access to legal representation, or the denial of
their right to a hearing of specific cnarges according to due
Process before an impartial court of law".

Ua".Aflt··J I . ;Ha~aii - the American Friends'
Jr
;: ra1se the issue and to protest

Service Committee has begun to
to the Singapore government.

Washington - The human rights organisation. ASIA WATCH, is
working intensively on the issue and has condemned the arrests.
According to Asia Watch Vice-Chairperson Aryeh Neier. "The
actions of the gove1·nment are extraordinary. Those arrested
include ca-tholic lay workers. journalists, lawyers and
businesspersons. who were involved in peaceful social and
political activities pursued through established and legally
recognised organisations. We believe they are imprisoned for the
Peaceful expression of their political opinions."
"The government has issued several -vrritten statements detailing
its accusations. We find those statements completely
unconvincing. and ~.,e are aware of no evidence that those arrested
either planned or advocated violent political change in
Singapore." The statement concluded by calling for a strong
response from the JS Government.
New York - Catholic organisations and the National Council of
Churches in the USA are taking action.
London - Church groups and the headquarters of Amnesty
,, International have taken several actions.
As long ago as May 29,
Amnesty International called for the release of the 16 prisoners
J of conscience "arrested for the non-violent exercise of their
human rights".
A spokesperson referred to the Internal Security
Act as "a violation of the basic rigbt to freedom from arbitrary
arrest, to the presumption of innocence and to fair and prompt
trial in accordance with international standards".
,
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Geneva - On 2 June the International Commission of Jurists urged
the Singapore government to bring to trial or release the 15
persons detained without charge or trial.
It stated that the
allegations of the Ministry of Home Affairs are of a very genera~
nature and it can best be left to a court to decide on their
veracity. The ICJ expressed its grave concern over the revived
use of the Internal Security Act.
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SINGAPORE HUMAN RIGHTS ALERT
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Government Cl~ps
Gathers Strength.

Down With More Arrests.

International Protest

.,
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SECURITY POLICE MAKE SECOND SWEEP
Early this morning the Singapore Government arrested and detained
more community leaders. According to the 7 p.m. Singapore news.
the following were detained:
1.

Ms TANG

Fong Har, 32, LLB (Hons). lawYer, volunteer adviser
to the Catholic Centre for Foreign Work~rs.
involved in
Criminal Legal Aid Scheme of Law Soci~ty of Singapore,
formerly involved in Third Stage Drama Group, gave evidence
in Parliamentary Select Committee on. Legal Profession Act
amendments last year contradicting the Prime Minister.
Married to Peter Png in January.

2.

Mr ~

3.

Ms FAN

4.

Ms CHNG Suan Tze. 38, Master's degree in Linguistics from
UK, lecturer in English. Singapore Polytechnic, playwright
of local plays, involved in Third Stage Drama Group.

5.

Mr Ronnie NG, student, Honorary General Secretary, Singapore

Kheng Chuan. 30. B~(Hon~). Harvard University &
London School of Economics.
Manag1ng Director; WORDM.AKER
Design & Typesetting Services which typeset THE CATHOL I C
NEWS and Christian Conference of Asia publications. Married
to Dr Chia Kwok Ying.
Wang Peng, student and
Polytechnic Students' Union.

Acting President, Singapore

Polytechnic Students' Union.
6.

Mr Noor
Affandi
Polyt.echnic.

.,

.

student

leader,

Singapore

A FEW RELEASED
16 detained on 21 May, 4 have been released today on the
expiry of the 30 day limit by - which a detention order must be
served or the detainees released. Those released are:

Of the

f', - ~

SHAHID,

1.

2.

Ms TANG Lay Lee
Ms NG Bee Leng

~-

M~ ~H

L@e Lin

0" ...
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LETTER TO POPE
The families have expressed their sense of abandonment by the
Catholic Church after the Archbishop of Singapore, Grego£y Yong,
gave his support to the Government and prohibited prayers f :·>r the
detainees from being said in his parish churches. He has further
instructed the families that they should not attend the same
church together.
·-
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In a letter to Pope John Paul II expressing their grief and sense
of injustice. the families say. "Holy Father, every moment. every
heartbeat, we are praying that God will protect His servants who
have been detained...
But it is difficult to be strong, for we
feel like sh~p whose shepherd has left them and we do not know
which way to turn."
ECUMENICAL SPLIT
It is reported that the Anglican Church in s:ngapore has
threatened to withdraw from the National Council of Churches in
Singapore if it raises the issue of the detentions.
ASEAN FOREIGN MINISTERS MEET
The detentions have been raised informally at a meeting of ASEAN
foreign ministe~s and related countries in Singapore during the
past few days. Under pressure from more than ~en congressmen, US
Secretary of St ate Schultz mentioned the detentions.
Under
pressure from LAWASIA in Sydney, Austral-ian ·Foreign Minister
Bill Hayden broached the·matter with Singapore's Dhanabalan. He
was told that some would be released and that Mr Lee Kuan Yew
would be making a statement soon.

RESOLUTION PASSED BY EUROPEAN PARLIAMENT
A strong resolution calling on the Singapore Government to
release the detainees immediately and to examine their cases in
accordance with the Universal Declaration of Human Rights. The
resolution was passed on 17 June and notes
that "the on l y
'crimes' commit ted by these 16 people were to seek to def e·nd and
assist victims of the economic crisis, to defend individual
liberties and
the right
of association
and to
further
participation by ordinary citizens in political and social life,
rights and freedoms which are guaranteed ... ".
AUSTRALIAN CHURCH SPEAKS Otrr
Catholic Bishop George Pell delivered a strong sermon against
arbitrary detention of church workers to a congregation of about
500 at a mass at St Patrick's Cathedral, Melbourne, on 18 June
I held to show solidarity with the Singapore detainees.
The issue
has receive.d front page coverage in the major Catho"lic newspapers
in Australia.

~\ l~~ ~
'
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The Anglican Archbishop of Melbourne, the Most Rev David Penman,
has also made a public appeal for the release of the detainees.

MAILING EDITION*
1

Emergency cornmittee for human rights
in Singapore - - - - - - ...
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SINGAPORE HUMAN RIGHTS ALERT
TV Documentary "Confessions". Water Torture. Security PoUce
Barrass Defence Lawyers. International Mission of Jurists Visits
Singapore July 5-10. Amnesty International Releases Findings.
0.~:...-ner~ __.fl£?.El~cssion is Destabi 1 ising.
FROM INTERVIEW TO DOCUMENTARY
On June 28 & 29 a two-part "documentary" appeared 011 Slng-apore ·TV
entitled "Tracing the Conspiracy". It was clear from the public
disbelief of the government's allegations which arose from
Vincent Cheng's June 9 interview-type "confession" that a
different format would be required for subsequent "confessions".
It is said that Prime Minister Lee Kuan Yew was not happy with
the way the 4 journalists so obviously put words into Vincent's
mouth. Also it is known that it took many attempts to video the
form of words that the security_police wanted Vincent to say
because he broke down many times during filming as a result of
the interrogation and torture he had been subjected to.
So this time the documentary-type ''confession" was used so that a
commentator could supply the government interpretation of what
the detainees were saying and fabricate connections in order to
prove the existence of a "plot". A documentary also, unlike an
interview. permits heavY editing without raising suspicions of
overt manipulation.
All the remaining 15 persons who were detained on May 21 appeared
in the documentary. It attempted to connect Vincent Cheng and
the Polytech Students' Union, UK graduates, Workers'Party, Third
Stage drama group and Tan Wah Piow. If the government commentary
was excluded from the script, an impression would be gained of
dedicated and sincere people trying to carry out their concern to
build a better society in Singapore. They were clearly against
using violent means and their individual actions have broken no
laws. No new allegations were made by the government during the
documentary and no evidence was given to support the allegations
made originally by the Ministry of Home Affairs. The Singapore
Government is clearly relying solely on squeezing selfincriminating statements from the detainees by means of
interrogation and torture.

*Slightly updated from faxed edition.
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was a Malaysian) have to observe the following conditions
according to THE STRAITS TIMES of June 21: "They cannot leave
Singapore without the ..writt.an approval of the Internal Security
Department director; they cannot join or help in any society
without his written consent; and they cannot associate with, take
part in or assist in the activities of any organisation which,
through its publ i .-.ations. statements or other activities, has
shown itself to be used in propagating Marxism or communism."
These restrictions have be~n placed upon people who have been
charged with nothing and convicted of nothing. They are thereby
excluded from participating in Catholic social justice groups as
well as the main., legal opposition party .
If the Singapore Government follows its normal practice it will
keep pressure on the re1eased detainees to act as its agents in
implicating others and breaking trust among community leaders not
yet arrested.
DEFENCE LAWYERS HARRASSED
Defence lawYers for the detainees are being harrassed by the
security police. Some are receiving threatening messages ("We
are waiting for you"), others are being followed to their offices
and homes. It must be assumed that by pressurising families and
lawYers. the government hopes to forestall legal challenges to
the detentions.
STUDENTS' UNION DISBANDS
After weeks of gover.runent pressure both through the arrest of two
council members on June 20 (Fan Wang Peng & Ronnie Ng Soon Hiang)
and through the Polytech administration, the Singapore Polytech
Students ' Uni on (SPSU) disbanded last week.

t
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On June 6, Fan Wang Peng, Acting President of SPSU, wrote to the
Home Affairs minister saying that the Union had never been
penetrated, manipulated and influenced by communists and that the
Ministry's charges were detrimental to the Union's reputation.
She further demanded that the detainees be released
unconditionally or charged in court. The government and the
Polytech administration immediately moved to undermine her
position. The Polytech principal rang up leaders of clubs and
asked them to state their stand with regard toMs Fan's letter.
There was then a move by clubs to dissociate themselves from Ms
1·' . Fan's stand. Resignations from the SPSU Council followed and
·l · ·• <_:f'l then. Ms Fan was detained without trial herself on June 20.
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, INTERNATIONAL MISSION OF JURISTS
'I An International Mission of Jurists wi 11. visit Singapore for 5
• days from· July 5 to investigate the detentions. The Mission will
consist of a team of eminent lawyers from Japan, France,
·
' Indonesia. Malaysia and New Zealand representing the
International Commission of Jurists (Geneva), the International
.F.e deration of Human Rights (Paris) • the Asian Human Rights
.commission (Hongkong) and Lawasia (Sydney).
·
1
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1nternatlonat
INTERNATIONAL SECRETARIAT
1 Easton Street London WC 1X BDJ
United Kingdom

for 1mmediate release Friday
26 June 1987
AI Index: ASA 36/06/87
Oistr: SC/PO

AMNESTY INTERNATIONAL CALLS FOR RELEASE OF CHURCH WORKERS AND OTHERS HELD
WITHOUT TRIAL UNDER SINGAPORE'S INTERNAL SECURITY ACT
Amnesty International said today (Friday 26 June 1987) that it believed
that 12 people detained without charge or trial by administrative order in
Singapore last week were prisoners of conscience who should be released
immediately.
The worldwide human rights organization 'said its call for their unconditional release was based on information gathered by its fact-finding mission
which visited Singapore•from 14 to 21 June. After consulting a wide
variety of sources, including government officials, the mission had
confirmed Amnesty International's earHer belief that the group had
been imprisoned solely for non-violently exercising its rights to freedom
of expression and association.
A two-year detention order was imposed on Vincent Cheng, 40, a top
official of the Catholic Justice and Peace Commission, and one-year
orders were imposed on 11 other church and community workers on 20 June.
These twelve and four others had been arrested on 21 MAY 1987 under
Singapore's Internal Security Act (ISA) and accused of involvement in a
Marxist plot to overthrow the government.
No evidence was made public except for a "confession" by Vincent Cheng
broadcast on television. Amnesty International says this "confession"
must be seen in the ,context of interrogation practices used under the ISA.
These customarily included prolonged solitary confinement, continuous
interrogation under extreme psychological pressure by rotating teams of
interogators, absence of lawyers and the threat of indefinite detention
without triaL
The organization also noted that Vincent Cheng's confession was heavily
edited before being telecast in the form of a press interview.
Amnesty International said its concerns about the "confession" and interrogation procedures remained, in spite of assurances by the authorities
that the detainees had been well trea~ed and had been granted access to
doctors and lawyers.
Four of the original 16 arrested were released on 20 June but another
six people were then arrested for alleged involvement in the plot.
Amnesty International says they, · too, should be released immediately and
unconditionally. All 18 detainees are being held because of their legitimate, non-violent activities in church, community, arts, workers and
student groups, it says.
Amnesty International welcomes the release of the four originally arrested,
but it says conditions imposed on three of them should be lifted.
The mission delegates were Soli Sorabjee, a senior advocate of the Supreme
Court o£. I~dia, and a member of Amnesty International's International
·
Secretariat.
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JURISTS VISIT SINGAPORE. TORJURE CONFIRMED. MORE VIDEo-TAPING.
OPPOSITION EMERGES WITHIN SINGAPORE. ARCHBISHOP TARGET OF
PROTEST. CREDIBILITY GAP PUTS GOVT ON DEFENSIVE. US MEDIA TAKES
UP niE CASE. M-INISTER'S POLITICAL FtmJRE AT STAKE. BOYCO'IT OF
SINGAPORE AIRLINES TAKES OFF.

JURISTS EXPRESS GRAVE CONCERN
Aft·er 5 days of investigations in Singapore the International
Mission of Jurists issued a press release on July 9 before its
departure from the island state expressing "its grave concern
over:
1. The statement of the Singapore Government indicating that the
persons detained will not be prosecuted under the normal rules of
due process of law, with the assistance of counsel, and undergo a
fair trial according to the principles of the Universal
Declaration of Human Rights.
2. The use of the Internal Security Act in a situation where
there seems to be no apparent danger of organised violence
against people, property or government of Singapore. and no need
for such extraordinary measures ...
3. The use made by the Singapore authorities of the televised
public "confessions" by the detainees is incompatible with
internationally recognised human rights principles and the rule
of law. Furthermore. the Mission seriously · questions the
credibility of these "confessions" in light of the consistent and
credible testimonies it received regarding the pressures used to
obtain such "confessions".
4. The difficulty of reconciling the claim of a "Marxist
conspiracy" with the convincing testimonies the Mission received
regarding the character. faith and activities of the detainees
and their apparent commitment to furthering social justice within
a democratic Singapore."

AUTHORITATIVE LEGAL MISSION
The International Mission of Jurists will have broad influence in
the international community as it represented highly respected
legal and human rights bodies: the International Commission of
Jurists (Geneva). the International Federation of Human Rights
<Paris), the Asian ,Human Rights Commission (Hongkong) and the
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To date no detainee has taken any legal steps to
challenge their detention.

Jurist~.

~ DIFFERENT INTERROGATION
The interrogation of Mr Chew Kheng Chuan. Harvard graduate and
owner of a typesetting firm arrested on June 20. indicates a new
approach by the g-overnment. Mr Chew's interrogation has t'iil<en
the form of a pseudo- academic debate on ideological issues. A
book he was writing with others analysing the 1984 general
election has been confiscated and will no doubt be twisted to
support the government ' s conspiracy theories. It may be that,
since Mr Vincent Cheng's image as a sincere community worker has
not been dented by his TV appearance, the Govt is looking for a
local "ideologue" to fi t into its conspiracy. (It should be added
that the Government's claims that Mr Chew had very much to do
with the UK student organisation FUEMSSO during his time at the
London School of Economics are untrue.)

THE MANDARIN VERSION

On the evenings of 13 & 14 July, Singapore TV showed, in two
parts, Mandarin versions of the 3 English productions of the
"confessions" of Mr Vincent Cheng and the 15 other detainees. Ms
Lim Li-Kok spoke in Mandarin. It was a word for word translation
of what was said in English previously.

MORE VIDEOTAPING
The 6 detained on June 20 have begun videotaping. Ms CHNG Suan
Tze was taken to Phoenix Park on 14 July for outdoor taping at a
rambling bungalow.
DETAINED LAWYER SERVED WITH ALLEGATIONS
Senior lawyer and member of the Law Society Council, Ms Teo Soh
Lung, was served with a detention order detailing the allegations
against her. These include facilitating infiltration of the
Workers' Party and of the Law Society, the latter together with
detained lawyer Ms Tang Fang Har.
HUSBAND ATTESTS TO WI FE'S INNOCENCE

On June 20, the day of his wife's arrest (MS Tang Fong Har). Mr
Peter Poon Cheuk Yeung issued a press statement because the ISA
"does not give a person the right to reply". He said Ms Tang has
no desire to establish a communist state or society in Singapore.
"She has however shown that she is· a lawyer who cares about human
rights and welfare of the people of Singapore in her professional
and daily lHe." He detailed her voluntary commitments and free
legal aid to church organisations. He appealed for her release
or the right to reply in a court of law .
..

DEADLINE
.,
The Government must announce its unilaterally decided. fate for
the 6 detained on June 20 on 18/19 July. It must either release
them (probably with heavy restrictions on tbeir civil rights and
personal freedom) or serve them with renewable detention ordere
for ·up to 2 years.
THE NEXT

....
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Archbishop Yong for his abdication of pastoral responsibility for
the detainees.
Church authorities objected to the distribution of the leaflet. ,
One of the group subsequently went to the police to make a
counter-charge against the church authorities of harrassment and
threat but was himself detained overnight on suspicion of having
committed d "seditious dct", The next a~y a magistrate threw the
charge out and freed the man. The matter was widely covered in
the local newspapers.
INCONSISTENT GOVERNMENT CASE
The Singapore Government is losing its reputation for consistency
by giving differing versions of its allegations to different
people. An example is a June 9 letter from its Washington Embassy
under the signature of Bilahari Kausikan to the Hawaii office of
the American Friends Service Committee. The letter stated that
the detainees were arrested "because of their links with the
communist movement. which has advocated "armed struggle", and
continues in its efforts to overthrow by unconstitutional means
the established political and social order in Singapore".
CREDIBILITY GAP
In fact, a yawning credibility gap has resulted from the
Singapore Government ' s detention of the 22 community leaders. 18
of whom are still held without trial. The worldwide reaction to
the arrests· has been that, if the government has any case against
the detainees, it should bring them to open trial according to
due process.

-

WASHINGTON POST
On June 15, under the headline "Singapore Acts to Bar Dissent",
the WASHINGTON POST reported that ", .. the arrests, and a recent
press crackdown, are part of a concerted effort to stamp out all
forms of opposition to the ruling People's Action Party (PAP}, as
Lee prepares for local elections and for the possible naming of
his successor i f he steps down next year as he said he might."
(Many observers expect Lee to instal himself as an executive
president and his son to take over the routine running of the
government either as PM or the power behind the PM.)
THE GUARD I AN
The British newspaper. THE GUARDIAN. on June 26 quoted a diplomat
as saying "What we have is a group of socially concerned people
with various brands of liberation theology, socialism, perhaps
even Marxism. But a group of dedicated Marxist conspirators? I
think not." The paper reported scepticism amongst professionals
.in Singapore over the existence of any Marxist plot and concluded
that ana'' iysts ·say the latest sweep of arrests was "a round-up,
aimed at putting Singapore in a water-tight position for the
transition of power".
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counter the tide of criticism and disbelief. Home Affairs
Minister, Prof S Jayakumar, has taken the leading role.
WORRIED BY US MEDIA COVE'qAGE
On July 4 the government showed

its anxiety over the June 15
WASHINGTON POST article by reprinting it in the STRAITS Til1ES
together with a reply by Mr Tommy Koh, Singapore's Ambassador to
the US. (The Gover~ment did not reprint the last 7 paragraphs of
the POST article which detailed PM Lee's "heated exchange" with
ietained lawYer Ms Teo Soh Lung at last year's parliamentary
hearings, the "orchestrated" removal of the editor of the STRAITS
:-:~s PRESS, restrictions on fore i gn publications which "drew
:rit icism from American businessmen and from the State
Jepartment' and the expulsion of the Far Eastern Economic Review
corres pondent.)
o~ the
:e~t er

same day, the STRAITS TIMES also reprinted a June 15
to the Home Affairs Min ister from ten concerned US
Congress members together with a reply from the Minister entitled
"?reventive Detent1on Underpins Our Freedom".

''THE UNSEEN HAND
On July 6, the STRAITS TIMES published a series of articles
centred on the Home Affairs Minister ' s speech on July 5 to a PAP
Youth Wing seminar. His speech entitled "The Marxist Conspiracy:
An Unfinished Story and the Unseen Hand" received the newspaper
front page head-line "WAH PIOW PUPPET IN DEADLY GAME". The sub:.: tle was: "Marxist consp1rator being manipulated by others more
cunning and sinister: Jayakumar".
II

In the STRAITS TIMES ·of July 8 the Minister employs a question
and answer format to respond to international criticism of his
government's actions. Distortions are purveyed in these July 4,
6 and 8 editions of the government newspaper:

-

Reply ing to the Congress members. the Minister claims
Singapore's history is different from the USA and that, to combat
threats of subversion "the usual procedures of court trials . ..
~ave proved tot a 11 y inadequate.
"Preventive detent ion," he says,
"is not a blemish marring our record, it is a necessary power
..:.r.derpinning our freedom." He does not distinguish between
"threats to the nation" and threats to the ruling People's Action
Party.
2. He claims that the PAP victories in 6 successive general
elections have been an endorsement by the electorate of the
Internal Security Act and a rejection of "those who stood for the
detainees" who he calls "the communists, their fellow travellers
and some opposition MPs". He does not mention that most
observers ~auld see the victories as at least partially the
result of the use of the Internal Security Act to crush electoral
opposition.

..

From 'i'ii:
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Singapore Government has been accused of
,If ·. .THE
wing· psychological torture on · suspects detained
~ecently under its Internal Security Act. . ·. · ~· ::
I
I
I
Aucltland law lecturer Jane
Kelsey, who made the allcgaLion
yesterday, spent last week in Sin·
gapore with an international mls·
1 ,sloo of jurists that gathered ln·
J formaUon on the arrests of 21
people.
1
;
Ju.sl aver two moot.bs ago 16
i · ·people were arrested under the
act ln a series of dawn raids. Ten
' - of them were Catholic lay worken. Tbe government alleged that
Its swoop broke up a communist
coasplracy.
Three weeks ago slx more
.
. people were arrested. Only lour
of the total have been freed. The
others have been detained and,
without trial, sent to prison forlerms ol up to two years.
M.s Kelsey representing the
AsJan Human Rights Commission, went to Singapore with
an Indonesian lawyer from the
Iolernatloual Comml.ssion of Jurlsts and a French lawyer from
U1e lot.ernatlonal Federation for
Human Rlgb.ts.
.
Despite their requests, they
were unable to meet tbe prime
mlnlst.cr or lhe minister of borne
affairs over the arre$ts. Requests
to meet the prisoners were also

I

i

I

dcolod.
Ms Kelsey said the mission

had established details of the ar·
rests and the treatment of the
prisoners.
·
She said the arrests bad been
.made b4!tween 2am a.ad Sam.
"Tbe det.alnees' famWe:s were
nol told where they were bel.ng
taken." she said.
: ''They beard no more· about
them for up to flve days."
·~Siie said those arrested were
taken to lnterrogaUon centres
where ·~lntenslve lnterrogatloo"
was carried out. over tbe next
!lye days.

. "The general pattern of this
was about two days of continuous
lnt.errogaUon, witll.a perlod oC 30
miDutes• rest," she said.
·~en there was .72' hours of
lnterrogaUoo noo·stop. The people were· elfe<:Uvely 'kept awake
for ·a flvtH!ay pedod ou··top of
;their early morning arresl"
":.. ·She said the interroaatlon var-
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many of them had. been glve'n
what was called the "~ld frea~-·
ment".
.•.- .~
· "It involves quesUonlng In an
extremely cold alr-cood.ltlooecf
room, where the air cood1Uouer
is Iar loo ~werful for the si:l.e o£
lhe room, ' she said.
i
The interrogators worked .In
relays, wearing warm clothing.
"Tbe det.ai.c~ were someUrnes doused with cold water. In
several cases the detainees were
required .to stand up lor most of.
the Ume. In one case we boll eve a
person h.ad to stand Cor the entire
period of the lnt.errogaUon."
.
M.s Kelsey said lbat after lhe
five days there was a respite, and
the prisoners' farn1Ues were at-.
lowed Losee them.
,
"This was for a half-hour hi
the prese.n ce ol the case ofllcer,
who was au lnt.ernal security·off~.
leer ln charge of Lhe detainee,"
sbe satd.
"They (the dcl:alnees) wer~
told they were not permJtted to
discuss lhe cases cor permitted
lo discuss the coodlUqns of tbelr1
detenUon."
·
M.s Kelsey said the prisoners
were told that lC they co-operaled
and dld oot retain lawyers, they
would stand a greater chance of
being freed early. Those wbo did
obtaln lawyers found their cou.n~
se1 were nol allowed free access
. to them, she said. ·
.
!
·: ·· The mlssloo'a statemeo~
deplores what It &a)'! was a de-;
o.lal of due pr~ of law.
1
It also says the use made by
Singapore authorities of the televised public "con.fesslons"'by the
priaooera ls lncompaUble wilh
bUJl'lan tights principles and the

rule oC law.
.·
· •· I
The mission questions the
credibility or these confessloDS In
lhe light of "consistent and
credible testimonies" n ~lved
regarding the pressu.teS used to
obtain such confesslo~. ·
The mlsslon will report on the
human rights situation ln Slnga;
pore. to each of the organlsaUoos

/ ..........
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MORE DETAINEES SENTENCED WI TI!OliT TRI AL . TV SHOWS DISPLAY FURTiiER
EVIDENCE OF TORTURE. AMBASSADOR VISITS DETAINEE. REPRESENTATIONS
FILED. PASSPORT REVOKED. AUSTRALIAN BALLOONS AND ANOTHER BISHOP
SPEAKS OUT. COMMUNISM NOT THE ISSUE. PRIME MINISTER RELIVES
HISTORY.
MORE DETENTION ORDERS SERVED
Yesterday, Sunday 19 July, the Singapore Goveynment announced
that it was detaining three more persons without trial for a
renewable period of one year. The community leaders were
detained with 3 others on June 20 and have been subjected to
constant interrogation, threats and torture from that time until
now. The three served with the order are:
1. Mr CHEW Kheng Chuan, 30, Harvard graduate and owner of a
typesetting firm.
2. Ms CHNG Suan Tze. 38. UK graduate and lecturer in English.
3. Ms TANG Fong Har. 32. lawyer, legal adviser to church groups
and involved in Criminal Legal Aid Scheme.
The government announced that these leaders were cooperative but
required "rehabilitation". Released with severe restrictions on
their civil rights were 3 young students: Ms FAN Wang Peng, Mr
Ronnie NG Soon Hiang, Mr Nur Effendi SAHID.
MORE FORCED "CONFESSIONS"
The same evening Singapore TV broadcast a half-hour "news
special" featuring Mr Chew. Ms Chng & Ms Tang being interviewed
together by newsreader Mr Nassim Kamaruddin. A clip was inserted
of detained lawyer Ms Teo Soh Lung answering a question and she
was cut off in mid-sentence. Tne whole broadcast was heavily
edited.
FROM INTERVIEW TO DOCUMENTARY TO NEWS SPECIAL
In its attempts to present its unsubstantiated allegations as
fact and to distort the words of detainees, the Singapore
Government has used three TV formats to date. With Vincent Cheng
it used a studio interview by 4 Government journalists. With the
15 who were arrested with him, a documeritary format was used for
two shows entitled "Tracing the Conspiracy". This enabled
editing to be done more subtly and the -insertion of violent
scenes from 20 or 30 years ago to be inserted as if they were
related to the actions of the present detainees. It was a
standard. exercise in ·:low grade. political ~ propaganda. Those being
interviewed would have no idea how their words were being
AOORESS
FAX
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Ms Tang commented how. under the leadership of Law Society pastpresident Francis Seow. they hoped for a more active and less
·
insular Law Society. On one sensitive issue , the control of the
distribution of foreign publications. the Legis l ation (Civil)
Special Assignments Committee of the Law Society, to which both
Ms Tang & Ms Teo belong, made representations on the Newspap~r
and Printing Presses Amendment Act. Then Law Society President
Francis Seow issued a press statement on the representations.
This point came out in the press to the effect that "Teo & Tang
got Law Society Council to issue press statement under Francis
Seow ' s name".
(When assai led by the Prime Minister in televised
parliamentary hearings last year. both Ms Tang & Ms Teo stood up
for their point of view against an Act to undermine the
independence of the legal profession. This may be their real
''crime".)

The show did not comment' of course that Ms Teo has been given a
strong testimonial by the Law Society saying that she acted with
irreproachable professional conduct on the Society's Council and
never gave political views in meetings of the Cou ncil. Today ' s
STRA I TS TIMES used its front page to pro claim tha t the two
lawyers wet-e trying to use the Law Society as a po l itical
pressure gro up.
2. To allege that through their. personal c ont dc t with former
student l eader and intellectual Mr Tan Wah Pi ow d u ring their
study in the UK. both Mr Chew and Ms Chng had bec ome part of the
"Marxist conspiracy",
Apart from admitting that they had both met Mr Tan. even by
Singapore Government standards there was li t tle to substan t iate
this allegation. Mr Chew said for humanitarian reasons he
assisted in the student campaign to save a Malaysian. arrested
under emergency powers. from hanging. This was an international
student campaign but since Mr Tan is alleged to have been the
"mastermind" of it and the accused person an ·a l leged Marxist.
this is apparently sufficient to implicate Mr Chew in a "Marxist
conspiracy". He was also forced to say that it was possible that
Mr Tan had links with the Communist Party of Malaya (CPM). As
with other detainees. he was threatened that a member of his
family would also be detained (in this case. his wife) if he did
not implicate Mr Tan and also confess to leftist leanings
himself. Ms Chng was forced to implicate Mr Tan as having
introduced her to the drama group. Third Stage, in which she was
involved.
"THE UNSEEN HAND II
In an attempt to give some credibility to the Government ' s
allegation that there is an "unseen hand" behind the
"conspiracy", Ms Chng was forced to name Mr Patrick Low (a former
member of the Student Christian Movement), Mr Biem Lap (a former
SCM worker ·from Holland) and Mr Daniel Breen, an ex Jestii't "priest
married to a Singaporean who is now a lecturer at an institute of
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pressure from the Internal Security Department. Ms Teo is the
only detainee to make representations.
CATHOLIC LAYMAN VISITS DETAINEES
Dr Ee Peng Liang, the pro-Government Catholic layman used by the
Prime Minister to arrange the meeting be~~een the PM and Catholic
1ea.ders on June 2. visited the Catho 1 i c de'tainees 1ast week. He
was accompanied by two priests. Mr Vincent Cheng refused to see
him. Mr Kevin De Souza asked Dr Ee to get him a radio.
PRIME MINISTER'S SON JOINS IN AGAIN
Trade & Indust~y Minister, Brig-General Lee Hsien Loong, the PM's
son, was also on TV last night talking in Mandarin with
"grassroots" government-party leaders about national security and
cautioned them that Marxists do look just lil<e ordinary people.
CHURCH WARNED AGAIN
Minister of Community Development. Mr Wong Kan Seng. spoke
recently at the opening of the Paya Lebar Methodist Centre. He
warned the audience not to let the church be "used " and he used
the image of a wolf in sheep's clothing.
CONDITIONS CHANGE
It is known that some detainees have just been taken out of
solitary confinement and are. for the present, imprisoned with
one other detainee. It must be assumed that the initial stage of
interrogation and torture is now over for them. However. it can
also be assumed that those who seek to take legal action will
come under renewed pressure. Or, if there is a third sweep or a
need for the government to bolster its case (e.g. getting one
detainee to testify against another), the interrogation and
torture will resume.
PASSPORT REVOKED
On July 15 Mr Paul Lim, former seminarian. now doctoral student
in Belgium and named on 28 May as a wanted person under the ISA.
received a letter from the Singapore Controller of Immigration
dated 11 July 1987, notifying him that his passport is to be
cancelled with immediate effect. The letter required him to
surrender the passport to the Embassy in Brussels where he would
be issued with a travel document which would enable him only to
return to Singapore. If aggrieved he was informed he could apply
to the Singapore Government within 30 days.
BALLOONS IN CANBERRA
On July 6 a group of concerned Christians held a vigil outside
the Singapore High Commission in Canberra. The group held
balloons; each bearing the name of a detainee. Personal details
I of each detainee were read out. then a prayer and then that
detainee's balloon was released. This vigil received wide
publicity in the Canberra media .
....

......
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LIST OF DETAINEES
(as 0f 21· July 1987)
Updated list of church workers and community leaders arrested by
the Singapore Governme·r:-t and detained without trial under its
Internal Security Act.
Arrested on May 21 and served with a renewable TWO YEAR DETENTION
ORDER:

1. Mr Vincent CHENG Kim Chuan, 40, Executive Secretary, Catholic
Archdiocesan Justice and Peace Commission, former seminarian,
worked with Jurong Industrial Mission and Student Christian
Movement, related to the Urban Rural Mission Dep·artment of the
Christian Conference of Asia, holds~ master's degree in
theology,
Arrested on May 21 and served with a renewable ONE YEAR DETENTION
ORDER:

2. Mr CHIA Boon Tai, 36, BSc(Hons) from UK, Malaysian citizen,
civil engineer, owns engineering firm. previously involved with
drama group, Third Stage.
3. Ms CHUNG Lai Mei, 22, recently returned from Hongkong where
she was deputy secretary-general of the Asian Students'
Association 1985-87, previously executive committee member of the
Singapore Polytechnic Students' Union.
4. Mr Kevin Desmond DE SOUZA, 26, LLB(Hons) (Singapore), fulltime worker, Catholic Students' Society of Singapore Polytechnic,
former president of Catholic Students' Society of National
University of Singapore.
5. Ms Teresa LIM Li Kok, 33, managing director of publishing
company and partner in a bookstore, committee member of
Association of Women for Action and Research (AWARE). formerlY
executive council member of university of Singapore Students'
Union.
6. Ms LOW Yit Leng, 28, Polytechnic graduate, project manager in
typesetting firm, volunteer with Catholic Justice and Peace
Cownission, former deputy secretary-general, Asian Students'
~ssociatjon (Hongkong) 1981-83 and preViously general secretary
of Singapore Polytechnic Students' Union.
7. Mr TAN Tee Seng, 28, (married toMs Low), employee in
typesetting firm, volunteer with Catholic Justice and Peace
Commission. assists with Workers' : Party official publication,
Youth Intern with the Christian Conference of Asia in 1983, VicePresident of Singapore Polytechnic Students' Union 1976-77.
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Arrested on May 21, 1987 and released on June 20, 1987 on exPiry
of 30 day period by which a detention order must be issued or
r~leage effected; on following conditions: they cannot reave
Singapore- without the written approva l of the Internal Security
Dept director; they cannot join or help in any society without
his written consent; they cannot associate with, take part in or
assist in the activities of any organisation which. through its
' publications, statements or other activities, has shown itself to
he used in propagating Marxism or communism.
16. MS MAH Lee Lin. 22. Polytechnic graduate. staff person of
Chai Chee Catpolic Centre, former general secretary of Singapore
Polytechnic Students' Union.
17. Ms NG Bee Leng, 23, staff person of Catholic Centre for
Foreign Workers. former president of Singapore Polytechnic
Students' Union.
18. Ms TANG Lay Lee, 33, LLB(Hons) {Singapore). fulltime worker,
Young Christian Workers, formerly staffperson in Catholic
Students' Society of University of Singapore and the
International Movement of Catholic Students (!MCS). Hongkong.
Arrested on May 21, 1987 and released unconditionally on June 20,
1987 on expiry of 30 day period by whjch a detention order must
be issued or release effected:
19. Ms Jenny CHIN Lai Ching, 30, BA(Hons) from UK, Malaysian
citizen. journalist with the Malaysian NEW STRAITS TIMES.
volunteer with the Catholic Justice and Peace Commission. (Note:
Ms CHIN's "unconditional" release is circumscribed by the fact
that her husband. Mr Kenneth TSANG, has been served with a
renewable one year detention order.)
Arrested on June 20, 1987 and released on July 19, 1987 on expirY
of 30 day period by which a detention order must be served or
release effected; with severe restrictions on civil rights (see
16 to 18 above) :
20. Ms FAN Wang Peng,18, student and Acting President, Singapore
Polytechnic Students' Union.

21. Mr Ronnie NG Soon Hiang, 22. student, honorary general
secretary.·· Singapore Polytechnic Students' Union.
22. Mr Nur Effendi SAHID, 21. Polytechnic graduate, National
Serviceman. former student leader.
EMERGENCY COMMITTEE FOR HUMAN RIGHTS IN SINGAPORE
P 0 Box 28-100, Christchurch, Aotearoa-New Zealand.
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UPDATE NO. 11
SINGAPORE HUMAN RIGHTS ALERT

12 AUGUST 1987

LEGAL STEPS BY DETAINEES. SOLITARY CONFINEMENT CONTINUES.
LAWYERS BLACKLISTED. NEGATIVE FEEDBACK IN SINGAPORE. LOW MORALE
AMONG PROFESSIONALS. MORE POLITICIANS SPEAK OUT. NEW GOVT
STRATEGY TO IMPLICATE SECOND ECHELON LEADERS. TIGHT SECURITY FOR
NATIONAL DAY. PM "SURPRISED". SYMPATIIETIC AMBASSADOR TOWS GOVT
LINE. STRONG PROTEST ACTIONS IN US CONGRESS AND WORLDWIDE.
AIRLINE BOYCOTT TAKES OFF. ARCHBISHOP OF PERTH LEADS MASS. NZ
PRIME MlNISTER LANGE EXPRESSES CONCERN.
LEGAL REPRESENTATIONS FILED
Four detainees (Ms TEO Soh i,ung . Ms TANG Fonq Har. Ms CH!'JG Suan
Tze. Mr CHEW Kheng Chuanl have now filed legal representations
contesting the grounds for their detention orders. The
rep resentations are heard by an advisory board which makes
recommendations to the President of Singapore.
It is· confirmed
that the judge on the board is Mr Justice T S Sinnathuray, the
judge who convicted Mr Ta n Wah PioH on political charges in 1974.
Ttle hearing of the represent at ions of the two 1 awyers CMs Teo and
Ms Tang) will be he ld in camera on 15 August at 9.30 a.m. in High
Court No.6. Mr Francis Seow will be leading counsel forMs Teo ..

DETAINED IN SOLITARY

Since their arrest without trial on May 21, Ms Teo Soh Lung
(lawyer and member of the Law Society Council) and Ms Lim Li-Kok
(publisher and bookshop owner) have been held in so litary
conf j .'Jement. Ms Tang Fong Har ( l awver) is also reported to be
still imp~isoned in solitary confinement since her arrest on June
20.
Most of the other 12 detainees are reported to be sharing
cells.
Further confirmation has been received that Mr 'cHEW Kheng· Chuan
and others were beaten badly during the initia l period of
interrogation and also kept in a small windowless cell. Mr Chew
was at times reportedly interrogated by the director of the
Internal Security Dept. He has not been permitted to retract
Statements forced out of him while under tortu re. For some
detaine~s interrogations are now down to once a week or less. but
others are reported to be interrogated twice a week or more .

FAMILY TENSION
As predicted, the security police have also been using various
methods to break the sense of trust and solidarity between
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increased prosperitY is not goina to bring greater democracy even
under the next generation or PAP leadership, many professionals
are said to be firming up plans to migrate. Many do not want
their children to Grow up under such repression. This low morale
is a serious trend to which the go~t will have to respond.
ELDER SC0RNS DETENTIONS
Former chairperson of the ruling Peoples' Action Party CPAPl and
cabinet mr1ister, Dr TOH Chin Chye. has criticised the govt's
handling of the detentions. NoH an out-of-fav·-:..ur PAP
backbencher. he said the govt has eroded the political values
Singapore used to have and he lamented that professionals are now
afraid to go into politics. He blamed the govt for this. He
further said he used to read Marx and it enriched his politi~al
education. He also noted that even the PAP had worked with
communists in the past.

I•

GOVT RESPONDS BY SPREADING THE BLAME
rv::uch of tile international and local' criticism of the detentions
focuses on Prime Ministe~ Lee Kuan Yew. his succession plans for
his son and his need to suppress legitimate dissent before the
next e 1ect ions. He has responded by pushiug his hand-pi cJ~ed
second echelon leaders to take a share of responsibility for the
detentions.
Until now the public running on the affair had been done most
prominently by the Prime Minister himself, the Home Affairs
Minister and the PM s son, Trade and Industry Minister BrigGeneral Lee Hsien Loong. Everyone in Singapore knows that the
reins of its security organisations are firmly gripped by the
prime minister himself . It is doubtful that recent ~tatements by
other ministers will change this perception. However, it will
prevent these ministers from distanci n•J themse 1ves from the
detentions. They have been forced to state in public that the
blood of the detainees is on their hands too.
GOVT USES OPPOSITION MEMBER
Acknowledging its credibility gap with the Singapore public the
govt d~cided to go on to the offensive on July 29. It took the
opportunity of a motion by the sole opposition member, J).fr Chiam
See Tong , to hold a full day's parliamentary "debate" on the
issue. (Without a seconder from the PAP this would not have been
possible.) It was hardly a debate: 15 PAP MPs spoke in favour of
the detentions and only Mr Chiam against.

ME TOO. SAYS DEPUTY PM
It was the opportunity for the second echelon leaders to
implicate themselves in the actions of their prime minister. THE
STRAITS TIMES of July 30 devoted 3 pages to the "debate". the
headline declaring "Younger Leaders Decided on Arrests". First
Deputy PM, Mr Goh Chok Tong, said it was a tough and unpleasant
decision to take but said, "The compelling reason for moving
against them now is this . Communist cells are like cancer cells.
They multiply very quickly and infect other healthy parts of the
,..-....

•
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PM SURPRISED
In his address the Prime Minister said he was surprised that
well-educated professionals who are not deprived of anything
would be such a threat but there are ahvays some malcontents who
want to change the order of things. He reiterated that the
younger ministers decided on the arrests. The PM said he hoped
the Catholic church would not mix religion and politics and that
no one would use the church as a cover for Marxist purposes. (As
UPDATE has yet to receive the written speech, we will report the
PM's words directly next time if necessary.)

·~

It is significant that the PM d~voted the second part of his
address to this topic showing that it must be a m~jor source of
disquiet in the community. (The first part of his speech. as
usual, was dev,oted to the economy. A growth rate of 7.2% is
predicted for the first 6 months of 1987.)

(

AMBASSADOR KOH TOWS THE LINE
On August 5, Singapore's Ambassador to the USA, Mr Tommy T B Koh,
met jn Honolulu·with representatives of the American Friends'
Service Committee and Prof John Van Dyke, a lavr professor from
the University of Hawaii. TI1e ambassador had visited one of the
detainees, Ms Teo Soh Lung, while he ~ras in Singapore because she
was a personal acquaintance.
He expressed concern over her
future career as a la't-TYer.
However, in discussing the govt's actions. Ambassador Koh
reverted to official govt explanations. He stressed that
Americans can never understand the situation in S1ngapore bec~use
they have no history of a communist threat.
(In the l j ght of
American foreign policy this remains a remarkable observation.
He continued by outlining the history of the "communist threat"
in Singapore.)
When questioned about statements by other Asian
leaders against the detentions, he replied that they did not
understand Singapore either.
MARGIN FOR ERROR
While admitting that the Communist Party of Malaya is dormant, he
felt it was still a force.
He said that the govt is convinced
that r·1r Tan Wah Piow who is studying at Oxford is manipulated by
the CPM although they have no proof. When asked why the govt
does not take UP Mr Tan's offer of a public discussion of its
allegations, Mr Koh said he did not knovl Mr Tan or of his offer.
When asked what is a Marxist, the ambassador replied that this is
very difficult because they don't carry cards. He did recognise
however that there is a difference between communists and·
legitimate social workers and that the Internal Security Act can
be abused.
He said he was sure there was a margin of error in
a~plying the !SA.
He said the govt could not release all its
evidence to the public because that wou.ld reveal who its own
informants Mere in the church groups.

He further stated that any legitimate social organisation is a

... ,
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continue to follow these cases actively and with close attention.
A copy of this letter is being provided to the U.S. Department of
State."

OTHER ACTIONS IN US
In early July a petition against the detentions was started in
.(' c( ~ b ~ Hawaii and quickly gained many signatures. A demonstration was
/ 11\\ c... h~ ld on. Augu~t 3. ~~ Chicago-based_ C~~~!t ~ommitt~e for Human
G
/·~~ht~ 1n As1a publ1c1sed.the detent1ons 1n 1ts nat1onal
publication The Asian Rights Advocate. A~ni pf Harvard-·\ .Yniver.si.ty .who know Mr Chew Kheng Chuan have mobi 1 ised support
for him.

US REACTION "MINIMAL"

During his meeting in Honolulu Ambassador Koh stated that tho

reaction in tHe US to detention8 was minimal and that only about
ten letters had been received. Owing to the extreme sensitivity
of his govt to the US reaction, it is assumed he is making a
gallant attempt at down-playing the reaction.

SUMMARY OF OTHER SUPPORT ACTIONS

(
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SRI LANKA
Letter dated 9 July to Home Affairs Minister of Singapore signed
~bY 30 religious (Christian and Buddhist). women s, pea~~nt$'
workex=s-· . deye lopment. inedi a, theatre and c i vi 1 rigl1ts r,rroups. It
e;,:piessed "our abhorrence at the violation of elementai:·y
democratic and human rights in the continued detention of these
persons without trial" and demanded their public trial or
·
·,release. Also a lettPr dated 13 July fo Archbishop Yong from the
Christian Workers' fellowship expressing ''strong Indignation and
"abhorrence over your recenl"'actions" vrhich "constitute no ... ning
less than treachery to the f locl<: comrni t ted to your charge". The
~.rchbishop was called upon "to mal<e reparation by at least
t.::ndering your resignation withotlt delay".
JAPAN
I r, a press release dated August 9, the Kansai Emer~ency Cornmi t tee
f0r Human Rights in Singapore declared that it observed Singapore
National day as a day of sorrow and protest in memory of the 15
J..:~tai nees. ·30 committee members held a 2-hour teach-in on the
detentions and the Internal Security Act for the press and public
in front of Singapore's Osaka Consulate. This action was
followed by a colourfully postered protest parade through the
city to the local officea of Singapore International Airlines
(SIA). A letter was delivered announcing support for an
international boycott of the airlines and of Singapore's tourist
industry until the Govt begins to abide by the United Nations'
Universal Declaration of Human Rights. The march continued
through the downtown area d1stributing pamphlets. The Committee
also announced plans to lobby Japanese travel agents and booking
offices·t~ enforce the bovcott.

actions have been under way in Tokyo since July 18. SIA
offices and shopping.areas have been leafletted regularly.
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Sydney on July 6, led by Bishop Bede Heather. It was St Patrick ' s
Cathedral, PARRAMATTA.
AOIEAROA-NEW ZEALAND
The Catholic Commission for Evangelisation, Justice and
Develo pment has appealed for a national response to tne Singapore
National Day message of protest campaign. The Catholic
Commission has had an exchange of correspondence with the
Singapore High Commission.. In its latest letter of 16 July,
Catholic Commission executive John Egan stated;~; "The rights of
the human person are too precious to be abused in the way that
the Government of Singapore advocatP.s."
On August 10, the Christchurch Catholic Commission for Justice
and development sent a protest telex to Mr Lee Kuan Yew.
University students' associations and ecumenical youth bodies
have also been active in the campaign.
)

The Executive Committee of the National Council of churches
resolved a t its meeting .July 3 to 5, to ask the NZ Govt " to u.,..,.
its influen~.;e lo seek a trial in open court" for those detained.
Prime Minister David Lange replied on 21 July saying that his
deputy foreign minister had "made known to the Singapore
Government NZ's reservations about the detention wi thout trial of
these peep le " . These representations "were reinforced :luring the
recent visit to NZ by a Singapore government MP, Dr Lau Teik
Soon, who was questioned at l ength about the detentions .. "
Mr Lange cone 1uded, "I . am cent i nu i ng to watch c 1ose 1y

developments concerhing the detentions and will be interested to
see the report of the International Mission of Jurists on their
recent visit to Singapore".
On 18 July, NZ's non-govt aid and develo pmen t age ncy CORSO sent a
protest letter- t o the STrigapore ·Hoine 'Affairs Minister stat{n.g
that the Internal Security Act js "f u ndamentally undemocratic"
and "an attacl< on the right of all people to openly face their
accusers and to defend themse 1ves ''.
Recently honoured NZ author, Ms El sie Locke. wrote a letter to Mr
Lee Kuan Yew on 8 August stating, "To imprison people because
t11eir opinions are thought to be inc·>nvenient to the Government
in power is to mal<e strides away from democracy towards
dictatorship. It would be difficult for New Zealanders to
maintain friendly relations with your government in this
situation."
EMERGENCY COMMITTEE FOR HUMAN RIGHTS IN SINGAPORE (NZ)
P 0 Box 28-100, Christchurch, Aotearoa-New Zealand
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UPDATE N0.12

SINGAPORE HUMAN RIGHTS ALERT
ANOTIIER ROUND OF INTERROGATION.
LEGAL REPRESENTATIONS HEARD.
FILING OF WRITS DISCOURAGED. INFILTRATION THEORY DISMISSED .
GOVERNMENT ' S CASE BANKRUPT. REAL MESSAGE OF THE ARRESTS .
INTERNATIONAL COMMUNITY LASHED. SUPERB MARXIST MAGIC. CLERGY
WARNED . POL I CE STAGED RIOT
JAPAN DIET MEMBERS SEEK FAIR
TRIAL FOR THE DETAINEES. KOREAN CHURCHES DRAW PARALLELS FOR TIIE
SITUATION IN SINGAPORE .
II
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VINCENT SUBJECT TO ANOTHER ROUND OF INTERROGATION
Despite his "confession" Mr Vincent Cheng. the former executive
secretary of the Justice and Peace Commission of Singapore
Archdiocese. is now subjected to yet another round of
interrogation. It is believed to be another desperate move by the
Internal Security Department (ISD) in attempting to extract more
information from the detainees to close the credibility gap in
their "Marxist conspiracy" theory.
Vinc·~nt

Cheng is now considering filing his legal representations
and may be writing the representations himself.

LEGAL REPRESENTATIONS HEARD
Legal representa~ions from 5 of the 15 detainees have now been
heard by the Advisory Board headed by Judge Sinnathuray. the
judge who convicted Mr TAN Wah Piow on political ·charges in 1974.
Representations from Ms TEO Soh Lung and Ms TANG Fong Har were
heard on 15 August; those from Mr CHEW Kheng Chuan. Mr Kevin DE
SOUZA and Ms CHNG Suan Tze were heard on · 29 August.
·A fter the hear"ing of the representations. the Advisory Board wi 11
make its recommendations to the President. within three months of
the date of their . detention orders. its decision on their
continued detention or release. The Board's decision on the case
of Ms TEO Soh Lung is expected before 2.1 September.
·
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OPPORTUNITY TO REPLY DEPRIVED

Mr Jeyaretnam alleged that by preventing Singaporeans from being

able to buy Tan's book. "Let the People Judge", in Singapore the
government is showing its "all too familiar tactic to accuse
persons and then deprive them of an adequate opportunity to
reply."
.. :.-.,
I

REAL MESSAGE OF THE ARRESTS

In a separate press statement, Mr Tan Wah Piow observed that
"while the government is encountering a severe credibility crisis
over the arrests; it has, at the same time, temporarily succeeded
in imposing a climate of fear right across the island." The real
message of these arrests, Tan claimed, was "that if any
Singaporean goes against the PAP (the ruling Peoples ' Action
Party}, the -government will not hesitate to fabricate any excuse
to persecute him, without regard to what ?eople inside Singapore
may say, or what the rest of the world may think. "

BOOK TO DEFEAT THE GOVERNMENT ' S CLAIMS

At the press conference, Tan presented a copy of his book. "Let
the People Judge", to Mr Jeyaretram. Given the fact that the
·singapore media has chosen to ignore his published rebuttals, Tan
appealed to the Workers' Party to help in the process of
publicising the book to the Singapore public . The book, according
to Tan, was "intended to defeat the government's claim of a
'marxist conspiracy'. Once that claim collapses . the government
wi ll be l eft devoid of any moral or political excuse for the
cont in11ed detention of the fifteen political prisoners."

A~

, {

I[' h
f) fl tO.' } SENIOR MINISTER LASHED AT INTERNATIONAL COMMUNITY'S DISQUIET
·t, ''
J On 26 June, MrS. Rajaratnam, the Senior Minister in the Prime
~ q.;
Minister's Off ice, revealej. ~hat more than 200 organis~tions_ from
tf ~,.,
11 the world over had protestea against- tne rec~detent1ons. The
1
growing di~quiet in the international community over the last ·two
months has again prompted the Senior Minister to lash ~ut at the
international community. At his speech entitled "Is God a
Liberation Theologian" to students at the National University of
Singapore on 14 August. he said, "There are many non-communist
and even anti-communist Congressmen and Western Parliamentarians
and human rights buffs who are ready to throw a protective ring
around the disguised Marxists."
)_

J

i;

SUPERB MARXIST MAGIC
Referring to·criticisms that the 22 people arrested in the · plot
were not Marxists but honest, democratic critics of the PAP. the
. Senior Minister said it was a measure of the skill and
sophistication of the new Marxists that they could "get .the wolf
accepted by the sheep as a vegetarian animal just like them••. Mr
Rajaratnam called this the "superb Marxist magic", and added that
it wo~ld take a long time to "break its spell".

5

constituency's National Day dinner, the Deputy PM- said his
Cabinet colleagues would seek the views of religious leaders to
"convinct; them-that the GoverJ¥llent was doing the right thing for
Singapore".
GURKi:As STAGED 'RIOT' FOR TilE PRESIDENT

In attempting to impress and to make "real" to the public the
dreadful scene of a riot, 61 Gurkha policemen flanked by an
armoured van and 2 transport vehicles staged a mock "riot" ·for
President Wee Kim Wee at their Mount Vernon base on 20 August. In
the anti-riot demonstration, molotov cocktails were hurled and
"walls of fire and smoke" were reported "to have flared up from
the ground" .

TiiE ENEMY BEYOND
To further hike up the sense of a threat to the nation, on 24
August THE STRAITS TIMES devoted two pages to excerpts from a
book by Robert Tilman,· highlighting the threat to Singapore from
·the "enemy beyond". It is rather te 11 ing that the Government
chose to give such prominence to Tilman's book "Southeast Asia
actd the Enemy Beyond" in the Singapore's media and at this
"trying" time.
~~

/
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COMMITTEE CHAIRMEN OF THE US CONGRESS SIGNED PROTEST LETTER
UPDATE has now received from the US human rights organisation,
Asia. Watch, the full details of the protest letter issued by
members of the US Congress .
55 members ot the U.S. House of Representa.t.iv~s had, on 12
August, issued a letter or protest to-the government of Singapore
condemning the recent detentions and urged that "the detainees
either be tried promptly or released."

\

\

Concerning the government's decision to forego trials in these
cases, the members of Congress said: "We recognize that the right
to trial may in certain circumstances be suspended under
international law. We note, however. that your government has
not suggested that the accepted requirement for such a suspension
-- 'a public emergency that threatens the life of the nation' -exists in these cases."
The bipartisan letter was signed by many senior members of the
U.S. Congress, including the Chairmen of the House Foreign
Affairs Committee, the House Budget Committee and the House
Judiciary Subcommittee on Civil and Constitutional Rights. The
, letter was initiated by Rep. Ted Weiss, a member of the Foreign
Affairs Committee from New York.
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UPDATE N0.13
SINGAPORE HUMAN RIGHTS ALERT

(

'IWO RELEASED BUT UNFREE. GRATEFUL OF WORLDWIDE SUPPORT AND
CONCERN. ADVISORY BOARD BROUGIIT TO FOREFRONT. INNOCENCE
VINDICATED. SINGAPOREANS SPEAKING OUT. SECURITY NOT THE REAL
REASON. PUNISH AND DISCREDIT THOSE WHO DISSENT. ANOTIIER
REFERENCE TO SOUTH KOREA. REPRESSION AND "BRAIN DRAIN".
HOARDING POWER FOR THEMSELVES. WE YEARN FOR FREEDOM LIKE EVERY
ONE ELSE.

1WO RELEASED AFTER 'IWO MONTiiS OF DETENTION
At 6 pm on 12 September, 2 of the 15 detainees were released by
the Singapore governme'nt. They are:
· 1. Ms TANG Fong Har, 32, legal adviser to the now closed
Catholic Centre for Foreign Workers.
2. Mr CHEW Kheng Chuan. 3Q, businessman and Harvard graduate.
Both Ms Tang and Mr Chew were arrested without trial on 20 June
(during the second swoop} and served with one-year detention
orders on zo July. They were among the 5 who have made legal
representations to the Advisory Board.
RELEASED BUT UNFREE
Although released. both MS Tang and Mr Chew have their civil ·
rights heavily restricted. They cannot leave the country without
permission from the Internal Secnrity Department (ISO). They are
not free to associate with organisations or groups, and are
restricted in their employment a.-'ld place of residence. Neither
can theY advise nor work for any publication.
The detention has also cost Ms Tan~ her job. She was told by her
employer that she could no longer work in her previous law firm.
Ms Tang meanwhile plans to write some plays and poems. As a selfemployed businessman Mr Chew is able to resume work in hie own
typesetting firm.
GRATEFUL OF WORLDWIDE SUPPORT AND CONCERN
.
On his release, Mr Chew saw one of his immediate tasks is writing
to thank frie.n ds .at home and . abroad for their concern and
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adopting the line that "foreigners do not understand Singapore"
(See UPDATE 11 for Ambassador Koh's comments). However, the
growing number of Singaporeans writing openly in the western
media agai'nst the detentions has demolished such myth as the
permissibility of "oriental repression". Among those who spoke
out. two have featured prominently in the media.
THE ARREST: SECURITY OF SINGAPORE NOT TilE REAL REASON
Writing in the ASIAN WALL STREET JOURNAL WEEKLY. Ms Linda Lim (an
economist from Singapore. who teaches International Business and
Asian Studies at the University of Michigan) suggests that, .,in
the absence of ~ny substantial evidence of an imminent external
or internal communist threat to the security of Singapore", the
real reasons for the recent arrests may well be located in the
PAP (the ruling People's Action Party) government itself.
11

1

PUNISH AND DISCREDIT THOSE WHO DISSENT

"Sadly", Linda Lim wrote, "the PAP government does not seem to be
sure enough of its own considerable economic and social
achievements and political control to allow the people of
Singapore full democratic freedoms. It is unwilling to tr~st its
owri increasingly well-educated, increasingly middle-class,
peaceful and very prosperous population with the freedom to
·dissent from its policies -- even validly, peacefully and
cautiously. And the government seems determined to punish and
discredit those who do so -- by digging up a non-existent
communist bogey."
ANOTHER REFERENCE TO SOUTH KOREA
A reference to South Korea was also drawn by Ms Linda Lim.
"Ironically, Singapore may in the long run be destabilized rather
than stabilized by the arrests," she wrote. "Local resentment
against the government's heavY-handedness could increase and. as
in South Korea, eventually galvanize a serious politica~
opposition that does not yet exist."
REPRESSION AND "BRAIN DRAIN"

Confirming the crisis of confidence in the middle class (as
observed by foreign diplomats in Singapore that many are firming
up plans to migrate), ~inda Lim agrees that such repression could
have a similarly dire effect on Singaporeans abroad. Many highlyskilled Singaporean professionals abroad could be discouraged
from ·returning home by this unattractive lack of freedom.
REPRESSION OR MARKET?

.,

uAt the same time." she observed. •!protectionism in the U.S.
could be strengthened as lobbyists succeed in linking tree access
to the 'American market with local political conditions .in
exporting countries like Singapore... This last point· 'is ·
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SINGAPORE

Battle Against Leftism
In November last year,
Singapore's Minister
for Education Tony
Tan was addressing the
republic's
Harvard
Oub, an organisation
for alumni of America's prestigious· Harvard University. Arter Tan's speech, a
Singaporean member rose to pose a question. The Harvard graduate related how as
a student newly arrived at the university,
he was surprised to come
across a T-shirt bearing the
slogan "Question Authority." Later, he said, he came
to s.appreciate that only by
challenging established ideas
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develop new theories of the
universe. Was It not necessary, he asked, that Singapore
develop a greater tolerance for
dissenting views_in order to
encourage innovation and cre-ativity? Minister Tan seemed
·.·:(.-r:._·
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do with a difference in
perception. The authorities
regard the alleged conspirators as radical agitators,
tj'

sat...
d~.:;::;~;;.;

against every other East and Southeast
Asian country where earlier attempts by
communists to seize power had been
thwarted.''
Singapore's first big crackdown
against communists occurred in 1963.
when more than 100 of their leaders were
arrested. In June 1974, 31 members of
various CPM factions were rounded up,
along with arms and ammunition. Two
years later came another swoop, this lime
involving 50 people from diverse backgrounds, including professionals and businessmen.
Then in 1982, ten alleged
extremists were picl.:ed up for
plotting to overthrow the
government through communal violence.
But none of those actions left the sort of lingering
controversy that has followed
thtc

lt.•

ca.:

many in Asia waging a war against leftism.
Manila is battling a vigorous communist in·
surgency and a labour movement increasingly influenced by the left (see page 22).
Seoul is cracking down on radical students
(JX1ge 2J). Thai and Malaysian authorities
continue to work to flush out remnants or
the Communist Party of Malaya (CPM).
Sri Lanka has to deal with a Marxist terrorist group based in the country's south.
Japan's numerous leftist organisations remain a thorn in the government's side.

l7: tt:!~

throu!;h ~,;onsult a don and
were thus better received.
Tan's reply rcil~ed the cont-erted message at the time of~
Singapore's younger leaders,
their response to·a sharp swing
against the rul.n,Action Party CPAh
1984 l!eneral e1ectio::- ·
Todav. the same H:trv:•n'.
graduate sits in a ceil m a
government detention centre.
Held under the republic's
powerful Internal Security
Act (ISA), which allows for
dc:tenttoo wrtoom
vear-old o~ .

cuhv,.r~iv.-c

n ..rtir:~~~d

ro

-~ious reouo ~

.•;n2aporeans
, o wever, as
:iberals committed to creating a more
democratic and equitable
country. In a day-long
parliamentary debate on the
.-~ ••• ft,; n"< "" I ulv 29, lone
.,.,...,,. ,v.P <.:hiam See

Tong called the detainees
"young Idealists and intellectuals" whose only· "crime"
was to. be anti-PAP. More
recently, the detainees have
been the subject of protracted
Khen~tO'IUan tsaccuSC<IIIII'" "'
commentary by Singapore's
c.._......,.____-==----===-'"with 21 other people of par- ..
leading ministers, including
ticipating in a Marxist con- Prime Minister Lee Kuan Yew: 1he Issue refwes to go away
Prime Minister Lee Kuan
spiracy to subvert the republic. They were arrested in two
Yew, who, for the first time,
swoops on May 21 and June 20. Seven of Even in soc:ialist China, reformers led by addressed the subject at length last month.
the detainca h~ve.since been r~~ of_ ~e Deng Xiaoping are locked in a tug-of-war Their message, that those arrested were far
v:i:. il•e country's leftists. Some Asians more threatening than they appcar, :;cemed
ord~r. lhe others one-yea; orders. They even foresee a vinually region-wide re- to point to a perceived need to ensure that
may be released early, say officials;-if no surgelloe of CQmmunism. Warned Singa- the public believes the government's aclonger deemed to pose a ..secuntythreat.•• pore's Senior Mjnister S. Rajaratnam in a count. Indeed, First Deputy Prime MinisSin&aporc's government is just one of re«nl speech in the republic: "The Marxist ter Goh Chok Tong told Parliament on
.
plot we busted is the first of many that will July 29 that among the consiHerations th~
·r~ ponr's store ol •«a dt09ptd U PQ«n•••c poio•u (to->
l"cp<~-.dcdOIImOemnbn 191010 ...1"-.
be launched not ortly against Sinytpore but had weighed against approving the 1l1Tests
-~ ~
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social work, one of the first things you
team is to establish a network to be effective," says a local sociologist. "There is
nothing sinister about it." Adds an associate of one detainee: "It is a plot in the
sense that they are plotting for more
democracy. There is absolutely no evidence
of any violent intention."
In a TV interview, Tan's alleged
lieutenant, church worker Vincent Cheng,
said he foresaw "peaceful protests" leading to "disorder and maybe even rioting,
bloodshed." Other detainees, also speaking on TV, speculated that Tan may have
had violent intentions. Tan denies this as
well as the government's claim, supported
by the televised statement of one detainee,
that he had links with the outlawed CPM.
Jayakumar has sa.id that three of the individuals who helped Tan sneak out of

~

l l •• /• t

Singapore in 19761ater became involved in
the CPM. The government has hinted there
was an unseen hand behind Tan in the current "conspiracy." But some observers
argue that the evidence against ISA detainees accused of being communists in the
1960s and 70s was far more persuasive.
"It was completely different then," says
Francis Seow, a former solicitor-general
who is now a private lawyer representing
several detainees. "These chaps were
organising riots, work stoppages. The city
was virtually paralysed. Grenades were
found."

I

The Curtain Falls
A lone figure appea~ on stage cloaked in a
large, black cape. On a slightly sinister but
comic note, she intones: "Have trust in us/

.
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h~t

recruits and spread the leftist message. Alleged ringleader Vina:nt Cheng arranged for drama enthusiast Wong Souk Yee to
attend a theatre workshop in the Philippines, which the
government says was for "radical groups." When she returned, the authorities say, she formed Third Stage along with
several graduates who had returned from Britain.
T~~ group's ex~utive c~~i.ttee teUs a different story.

·•
, ... 1- •

us Ut... H..H.: -..,:lJi.J..l ·,) L"C:ot fur ~:.-~u. · She
p:1uscs and open~; ihe L";'ifll', "'v•:;.ling "fl
l'lh11111n\J' painted ~m1ie that matches her
- .. - __ ... .....,__ -··-''·--· • :'--.~
_·.: · .: :l.~c.l)viousdig
~.~ ~!:: ~:n;:;:::-; ~~·~•Hu •~u~'~; ,-:;.:r.:..:iir~d

young to recall Singapore's previous battles against a very immediate communist
threat. In a speech to university students on
Aug. 14, Rajaratnam said: "You may well
ask, where is the communist threat? Are we
not, as some of our critics claim. dangling a
communist bogey in Singapore merely to
perpetuate indefinitely PAP rule? Is it not
possible that we detained not subversive
Marxists but honest critics of the PAP? II is
a measure of the skill and sophistication of
the new Marxists that they are able to get
the wolf accepted by the sheep as a vegetarian animal just like them." During the
July 29 parliamentary debate, Deputy PM
Goh- who announced that it was not the
PAP old guard but the second-generation
leaders who, for the first time, had decided
to invoke the ISA - said he himself had
first worried that security officers might

n the government's view, rhosc who sec
the detentions as an unjustified attack
on harmless individuals have eilher been
taken in, for example, by the nice-guy demeanour of Vincent Cheng, or are too
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Smgapore and fomted Third Stage, wh1ch was dedicated to
home-grown plays in English about local subjects, for which
there was no other forum in Singapore.
In various press interviews
over the vea~ . Third Stae>f'
s1lV

theatre group Third St~e. The
government says the wouo was
used in the: alleged Marxist conspiracy to "arouse disaffection
With the exi~ina ~i:ol :onri nnllri...,.l

re~alea
[0 rne present day."
Among the government policies
they poked fun at was the official
encouragement of better-educated
women to have more children. In

Vlded m 1985. The group's executive committee denies it has ever
"been involved in communist activities [or) associated itself with
anv suhvf'r-.;ivf' ,.r,.m.. ntc "
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criticism, much of it aimed at the poficies of the rufing party. But
as required by law. Third StaRe sui ... :.· • '
prior official aporoval. The gronro ":n;;...... : ::;.· ·
grants, moreover, of up to S$3,000 for its product~!\~ am.!
another SS4,(XX) to conduct two drama workshops. Just a
mnnlh h,.fnr,..
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fort and support of ..• organisations like yours."
As the ~ovemment now tells it, Third Stage W~' 11..- • •·
uct of the alleged conspirators' attempt to copy t he CouulluntSt Party of Malaya's tactic of using cultural societies to gain
L
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graouate, t·m no fooVSo I
shouldn't stop at two." Another
play, Esperanz.a (Hope), depicted
the problems of Filipina !tWds in
Singapore. When writing the play, Wong consulted the

;";,:,,,-~ G:~t.:-;~;,yupore.·
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Criticism

lthough unpolished, the group's performances were
A ····"
· ·- • ·w
and critics. "Third Stage has
' - ·' .: ~:..v·~...:r..:.~ns are capable of great subtlety and
:~udlenccs

.1-.pi:i," Wuiie on~ reader to The Straits Times. The group's
president, Omg Suan Tse, who is also being held, told the
~ newspape~- last year: "I don't think we're criticising
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JaUgb. I suppose it's part of being mature."
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SINGAPORE COPIES SOUTH AFRICA. SEVEN MORE DETAINEES "RELEASED"
INTO BIGGER PRISON . A PRICE ON THEIR HEADS. ABSOLUTE POWER OF ISA
SECTION 10. "RELEASED" DETAINEES THREATENED ALREADY. SIX STILL
HELO WiniOUT TRIAL. NEGATIVE FEEDBACK FROM PROFESSIONALS
CONFIRMED. MORE LEGAL ACADEMICS SPEAK. CITIZENSHIP INQUIRY HELD .
PUBLICATIONS AND MEDIA COVERAGE IN MALAYSIA , AUSTRALIA, UK,
CALI FORNI A. TilE 1974 FRAME-UP EXPOSED.

PRISON MADE BIGGER SOUTH AFRICAN STYLE
Seven detainees had their detention orders suspended and were
"relea.sed" with restrictions on the afternoon of 26 September.
The restrictions depriving them of their civil rights are so
severe that , although they are no longer confined to the secret
police prison, the island of Singapore now becomes their prison.
Their restrictions are nearly equivalent to being banned in South
Africa.
RESTRI CTF.D PERSONS
The restricted persons released from secret police custody on 26
September are: Ms CHNG Suan Tze, Ms CHUNG Lai Mei, Mr Kevin
Desmond DE SOUZA, Ms LOW Yit Leng, Mr TAN Tee Seng, Ms TEO Soh
Lung. Ms WONG Souk Yee.
A PRICE ON TiiEIR HEADS
.
Under Section 10 of the Internal Security Act , the restricted
persons are subject to forf~iture of a bond of S$3,000 and
immediate re-imprisonment under the same d~tention order should
they breach any of the conditions of their "release". That is.
the suspension of the detention order can be revoked at any time
on any pretext by the government and the restricted person again
detained without trial. Interrogation and torture would again be
resumed.

ABSOLUTE POWER
Section 10 of the ISA gives absolute power of control over the
restricted persons. The government may restrict activities,
place of residence and employment, prohibit the restricted person
from being out of doors at specified hours except with written
permission~ require restricted persons to notifY authorities of
; ':..
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their previous association wi t.h Mr TAN Wah Piow accounts for
their continued detention. Of course tne Govt cannot release Mr
Cheng who has been labelled as the Singapore agent for Mr Tan.
To do so soon would be tantamount to admitting the falsity of its
case. Ms Lim may still be held because she was alleged to be the
main person for assisting the re-entry of UK returnees to
Singapore.

..,..

NEGATIVE FEEDBACK
On September 19 The Straits Times reported on a survey of the
opinions of ' more than 300 professionals representing 84
professional bodies, business associatione, social clubs and
alumni associations. Contradicting its headline "Professionals
and Govt agree~ on fundamentals'', the article by Ahmad Osman
reported that· professionals "felt that more should be done to
remove the belief that the Government was not willing to tolerate
dissenting views". Dr Tan Cheng Bock. who supervised the
government survey, said, "They felt that the Government must
dispel the atmosphere of apprehension and the perception that
Government penalises those who openly express dissent."

.(

In an obvious reference to the Team Constituency proposal. Dr Tan
said the professionals did not want any unnecessary tampering
with the democratic system which had served Singapore well. The
professionals also criticised the Govt tactic of making decisions
first and then trying to get the people's support. Rather, they
called for open debate based on full information on public issues
so that the people can suggest alternatives or choose options.
They criticised the "paternalistic know-all attitude" of the
Govt. The survey was said to have taken place between Feb 26 and
April 16 but released only now.
COMING UNDONE
In a London Observer Service article reprinted on September 10 in
NZ's major daily, The NZ Herald, journalist Steve Vines writes
that "Singapore's extraordinary experiment in social engineering
is showing signs of coming undone at the seams". Entitled "Lee
Wants Total Power in Singapore" the article refers to the ISA
detentions by saying: "It is hard to find people outside off.icial
circles who really believe there was a marxist plot. It is
equallY hard to convince people that the amiable Mr Jeyaretnam is
such a threat to society as he is painted. Therefore, the
explanation for the Government's intense pursuit of its political
opponents is only explicable in terms of its desire for total
centro 1 :"

II
I
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LEGAL ACADEMICS CONDEMN ARRESTS
On 31 August 39 legal academics and laWYers from the UK~
Australia and~w Zealand ~signed a letter to Prime Minister Lee
kuan Yew- co.ndemning in the strongest terms the arrest and
continued detention of the Singapore detainees. They rejected the
"confessions". expressed concern at the maltreatment of the
detainees and refused to condone the denial of proper access to
legal counse 1.

'

-
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procedure used would, in my op1n1on, have aborted any trial in
Australia ... (The three accused) did not get a fair trial. There
are no juries in Singapore and this speaks for itself. In my
opinion. it is just a political trial."
After his conviction. Tan Wah Piow said to Judge T S Sinnathuray,
"May I congratulate you on your future promotion to the High
Court." The judge exploded, "That is contempt of court."
However. he is now a high court judge who has 'presided over the
political trial of opposition leader Mr J B Jeyaretnam. a
commission of inquiry into the independence of the judiciary and
the recent advisory board hearings for the present detainees.
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THE INTERNATIONAL CHRISTIAN CONNECTION
With the high probability that either the Singapore or Malaysian
governments will attempt to include international Christian
organisations in their emerging conspiracy theories. we are
publishing
list of those with known international Christian
connections who have been persecuted by these two govts. We do
this because:

a

~e wish to attest to the.. character of the persecuted persons
by establishing that they associated openly with reputable
international organisations in a relationship of mutual support
and trust;

we wish to inform people of conscience around the world who
object to the use of .t he Internal Security Act to silence
democratic dissent so that these supporters may be able to
respond in an informed manner to any concocted "conspiracy";
we wish to further publicise these already well-known
connections to diminish even further the credibility of any claim
i thaf a "conspiracy" · of any sort has existed.
we wish to show that people of other faiths and persuasions
have been ecumenically involved and that there can be no question
of some kind of " Christian conspiracy" to convert others or to
influence political decisions DY means of sectarian pressure.
The list is subject to correction and addition.

A.

SINGAPORE

1. Mr Vincent CHENG (still detained)
Related to.(R/to) Office of Human Development of the Federation
of Asian Bishops' Conferences (Manila), Urban Rural Mission (URM)
Desk of the Christian Conference of Asia (CCA), previously r/to
Student Christian Movement (SCM) & World Student Christian
Federation (WSCF) .
(det.!jne.! & cc-n.:!:!:.:-:::-~1.!-Y ~J~~::-:.:,'
ttA i01 proressionar capacity as managing director of
Wordmaker -typesetting firm which handled CCl\ public.at~ous j n
Education. ~outh and -for · the CCA AeoemblY. aeoul, 1900.
2.
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Mr CHEW Kherig Chuan
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13. Mr Harrison NGAU (still detained)
, .
R/to CCA YOUTH through the RYP network fo~ several years and
attended the RYP workshop in the Philippines, 1980.

14.

Brother Anthony ROGERS (still detained)
R/to Office of Human Development of t~e Catholic Church in
Malaysia as deputy-director of OHD. R/to CCA through attendance
at CCA Development Conference , 1984.
15. Ms Irene Patricia Lourdes XAVIER (still detained)
R/to CCA-URM as a social worker among poor urban Indian
Malaysians. •

:(

Released by the Emergency Committee for Human Rights in
Singapore, P 0 Box 28-100, Christchurch. Aotearoa- ..New Zealand.
December, 1987.

ANNOUNCEMENT
In response to the detentions in Malaysia, another organisation
has been set up. The new organisation is different from our
organisation but we are happy to pass -material and correspondence
on to them.
If you wish to contact them directly and to receive up-to-date

information on the Malaysian human rights situation, their
address is:
EMERGENCY COMMITTEE FOR HUMAN RIGHTS IN MALAYS I A
P 0 BOX 8502
RICCARTON
CHRI STCHURCH
NEW ZEALAND
Please give this new group every support in their important task
of informing the public and pressing for the release of the
Malaysian detainees.

...
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Sea8on's Greetings tor Chr1etMaa and the New Year
With thanks tor your support and solidarity
From the Emergency Committee tor Human Rights 1n

Singapor~

GOVT GIVES IN tQ INTJRNATIONAL PRESSURE . SINGAPORE-MALAYSIA
CONSPIRACX THEORY EXPECTED. CHRISTIANS , COMMUNISTS & CASH.
S INGAPO~
ARCHBISHO~

GOVT CHANGES VOTING SYSTEM TO ENTRENCH tTS POWER .
CHALLENGED BY SEMI-RELEASED DETAINEES . GOVT DESCENDS

TO THE GUTTER AS PREPIC1$0 . P~YCHOLOGICAL MANIPULATION
CONTINUES. MAIL SPYI NQ QUE~TI ONED. REGULAR to.SSES HELD.
AMNESty INTERNATIONAt. SLAMS GOVT IH DEFINITIVE REPORT . Afj i .A
WATCH (US!\} VI 91 TS.. PM'S CJ.MSBt OGE COLLEGE TAJ<ES UP DETENil ONS .
US DEPT OF STATE AND CANADA KE£P up PRESSURE. INTERNATI ONAL
MEDIA CONTINUE TO EXpOSE GQVT'B CEiDIBILITY GAP . DIPLOMAT GIVEN
LONGER LEASH. BOB HAWKE SINGS FOR HIS SUPPER . ACAD&MIC
INTEGRITY IN DOUBT1

GOVT BUCKLES UNDER PRESSURE
Y~sterday the Singapore govt "released" ~ more detainees 1.1nder
severe res1trictions on their cjvil rights. They are : Mr ¢HI~
~oon Tai,
~ LIM Li Kok,
Mr !AY Hong Seng, Mr Kenneth TSANG
Ch i Seng. Mr Wi l liam YAP Hon Ngian. Thie is a humiliating ·
admission of the weakne8s ot the govt ' s case against the
detainees . In May ot thie yea~ the govt was stating that it had
\lt\~Q'J~'~q \.~ ~~\t~~~\1 ~~~~~\~~~ ~~~~\~\~\ \t~~~~\t~~·r. ~\~ \
months later all exc•pt one of those arrested have been r•leased .
The credi.bi U ty o! the "tbroat" lB now compJ ttl')Y Ol'JDOJ JtJJ1blL
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- 'two ot the detoinoee in Singapore were Malayeian citi:ztns :but
the Malaysian Govt ha~ not actively pureued their 'caeee (one is
still in prison),
the two prime ministers are known to have diecuseed thtir
respective uae of the Internal SecuritY Act against democratic
dissent during and/or atter .1he Commonwealth Heads of Govt
Meeting in Vancouver.
'
two of tho Malaysian detainees were actually arroetod in
Singapore and handed across the border.

·tr,.-

....

Me CREE HengLeng (detained by the Malaysian Govt) hds not
been active in Malaysian political life for the last two YOdrs as
she wae working on her PhD thesis. Although still d mombtr of
the Inl!ltitute tor Social AnalYJie (INSANf and women's
organisations, she had not been active for eomo time and was on
leave. lt 1s not credible that her INSAN connection is tne
reason for her arrest. It ie probable that she was arrested
because ehe wae coordinator of the Malaysian solidarity group for
the Singapore detainees and, in this role, facilitated th6 visit
to Singapore of the International Mia~ion of Juri~ts in July.
~11 th~ correspondence and account& tor this Mission were
confiscated trom her Kuala Lumpur home by the secret police at
the time of her arreat. Her arrest ie at least partly in
collaboration with the ·Singapore Govt.

on October 31, aa the Malaysian maee arrests were continuing,
the Singapore Govt's Minietry ot Home Affairs ieeued Prohibition
of Entry Orders againet four prominent Malaysian lead•rs which
will prevent them tram enter1n~ S1n~apore.
The tour were all of
Indian race: Mr Par~ ~~sroewomx. President of the Malaysian Bar
Council: Or K S Jomo, Prot of !conomice and Director of INS~N
(now on eabbatical leave at Cambridge University, UK); ~
Chandra Muzaffar , President ot Aliran, a social reform
organisation and an outepoken critic of racial politics and
corrupt ion, (arrested the previous Tu~sday in Penansf and. held
without trial); Mr Gurm1t ~1Dih· Preeident ot the Environmental
Protection Society ot Malaysia and the Selangor Graduates
Society.
The reaeon for their . bonnin~ w&s because they had "interfered in
the internol of!aire ot SingapQre., and "theY mounted agitation
over the Singapore Govt's arrests of Marxist conspirators in May
and June 11 • Such laudatorY acts may .be worthy of banning in the
eyee of a govt suffering from a eredib1lity gap with ite oWn
professionals and academics with whom the four banned poreons
h~ve cloee ~nd wcrm relationshipe (e.g. National University of
Singapore,· Institute ot Southeast Aeian Studies. Singapore Law
Society) . But. ae ·usual. tho ~ovt ie not tolling the whole truth
and there is a doal ot eomo sort wi~h tho Malaysian Govt. ·
Mr Cumaraewamy os heaCi of the Bar Counci 1 &nd. host :to ·th~ Lawaeia
conference in KL did object to the detention ot lawyers in·

.....
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Under this legislation up to 39 of the 79 conetituencie~ will be
grouped into unit~ ot three conatituenci&s called Group
Representation Con~ti.tuenciee. Electore in these "esuper"
constituencies would caet one vote for an entire elate of three
candidates. The 3late receiving the largest total would win all
three seats. Thue, Anson constituency (formerly represented by
Jeya:retnam a.rui now vacant) wh1 ch ie now so anti-PAP that it woul d
elect any opposition candidate, could be grouped with two
strongly pro-PAP constituencies ensuring that the PAP also wins
An~on.
Thus the PAP can eurroun~ and absorb opposition
strongholds . It will also use boundary changes, media control
and secret police methods to shorten the odds further.
FOR MINORITY REPRESENTATION
Cynically, the Govt is claiming that the ·GRCs or superconstituencies are to guarantee minorltY representation in
Parl i ament for Malays, Indians and others. Overall the slates
some s l ote wi ll be :reserved for minority races accordin~ to their
~roportion of the population.
However, most observers dis~ount
this as eales talk which doee not bear ex~ination. In the last
el~ction ~n 1984, all the PAP'e minority ~ace candidates won.
The only two candidates who were defeated were Chinese and one of
these wae defeated by a minority race candidate, namely
Jeyaretnam himeelf.

GU~~ANTEt

I

To ensure that the plan does not bite back at them, the PAP ie
setting up committees to vet minority candidatee to ensure they
11
a~e "genuine repreeentativ~s of their racial comrnunity •
With
profeesional' hodiee, religious groupe an<1 community organisations
all cowed by the recent detentione, the govt, ae predicted, ie
bringing in a · raft ot unpopular and undemocratic measures to
ensure its predominance in the leaderehiP traneition p~oceee as
Mr Lee Kuan Yew aecende to the pres1~ency and his eon taxes
effective control of routine government.

v.'

ARCHBISHOP ASKED TO GIVE HIS EVIDENCE
Semi-released (they are only conditionallY releaeed) detainee
lawYers Me TEO Soh Lung and Ms IANG rong Har wrote to Catholic
Archbishop Gregory YONG on 13 & 23 November respectively
challenging him to give them the evidence he hae that they "u~ed
the church for their purposes". Both lawyer~ expreeeed shock and
disappointment that the Archbiehop naively accepted the Govt ' e
vereion of event~. They outlined their voluntary work with
Catholic organisations. Then M1!l TEO wrote, "I am not a Catholic
but I was interested in working with the poor. I wae thert a firm
believer ot the Catholic teaching that on6 should do good deeds
and not juet ·epeak about eueh 4eeds ... At that time. it did not
occur to me that I·would one day be accueed by yo~ ot making use
ot your Church."
Both lawyers outlined ho~ . ~hey we~e. invited. 1to .. aee1st ,at ,-!~he ...
Geylang Catholic .Centre an~ did so in a purely professional

•

I
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in order to di~crodit him politicallY. Th~ ~ovt put presture on
Archbishop Yon~ to order him back to Singapore trom Auetr~lia
where hie family ie living. Wh~n Fr D'Souza acquired pe~anent
residence statue in Australia, the govt realieed he would'take
his time return1nq, It decided 1t had better run its sto~y
without being ablo to displ~y him physically in Singapore or a
good piece of ~utter surveillance would go stale.
Thus. be~inning with ~n allusion in the govt-run STRAITS TIMES on
October 16 to "a womon law-yer from Singapore to whom he it said
to be ve~y clo~e" , the govt orchestrated a smear campaign again5t
Fr D'Souza which culminated thi5 week in his resignation ts a
priest.
The govt set up a parl1amentary question tor answer by tho Home
Affairs Mini~tor whoee reply in the House on November 30 revealed
that Fr D'Sou%a hod been under intensive ·~urveillance for at
le~et 3 years with _ hi~ hourly movements watched (the ~ate~ and
times he entered and. left the woman lawYer·~ house wera ··
enumerated in par li~ent) ~nd church mail heing routinely opened
by the ~ecret police.
The reason tor this dirty politics; the
govt is angry, the minist~r in41cated, at the prieet for
"mounting ·O. campaign to etir up local and international
opposition aga i n~t the detention~". The Minister concluded
ominously that the secret poljca might still want to interview Fr
D' Sou:za to ~ee whether he was a ''cat' e paw or an agent" for a
radical group abro ad.
On 8 December the STRAITS TIMES reported Archbishop Yong ~a
saying that Fr D'Souza acted in a .private capacity when ho
diecussed the eo-called Marxist conspiracy an~ the Intern~l
Security ~ct with groupe in ~uetralia and New Zealand. He said
F'r D'Souza was exercising h16 right ot freedom of speech. "How
the Govt responds ie the concern ot the Govt," he said. He also
stated he would not publ iclY di~cues the question of the priest ' s
relationshiP with the woman laWYer saying, "Jesus Christ oezne to
save people. not condemn them .•. The Church does not con~emn
anyone simply on ~lleg~tione and ~ocueationa ... [or) without
giving the ~ccused ~chance to ~e!cnd himselt." Neither is it·
"the practice of the Church to waeh dirty 1inen in pul)lic ... The
Church will not be party to any action ot the news media that may
destroy a person's character or reputation."
It is a great pity that tho Archbiehop did not apply these: .same
principl&e when the first detentione of lay people took pl;ace in
May and now appears to re~crve thom for a fellow professiQnal

whose supposed transgressions are a complete red herring. ·
Fr. D'Souzo has released statom•nte rejecting the govt's at~empt
to undermine his . minietry by pereonal emeare together with
documents which detail the dlecueeione the Archbishop had with
his clergy, the secret police and the Prime Minister 1n th~ days
immediately following the detentions. They confirm that the
hrchbishop wae pushed hard by the Govt to deny his p&etor~l

'
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ASIA WATCH VISITS SINGAPORE
Investigators trorn the Washington-based human rights
organisation. ~SIA WATCH, have recently been in Singapore to
conduct their inveetigation ot the situation. A very int~uential
organisation in US political lite, the report of this te~ will
be of considerable concern to the Singapore Govt. A!ter
initialling agreeing to meet with the delegation, the Govt then
.. ' dec~ined
citing a critical letter from the chairperson of . Asia
Watch, Jack Greenberg, in the 20 November isaue ot the Fat
Eaetern Economic Review. Rebutting propaganda spread by the
Singapore Embasey in the US that the Singapore Govt can do what
it likes because the people keep voting !or it, Mr Greenb~rg
stated. "To suggeet that abusee are justified because they are
accepted or evett endoreed by a maJoritY or citizens ie a ~triking
departure from the most basic principles of Justice. The ;world
community has long recognised that certain fundamental fr~edoms
cannot be denied, the "popularity" ot a government not
.withstanding".

·~{;

,
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·., PM'S OLD COLLEGE WAGS ITS FINGER
\\ Members of Amnesty International at~itzwill_!am_ Colleg~·-, Ca~£1dge: UK. are exploring the poee~!ity of its student body
-?\..
lrdopting Singaporean political detainee Chi~ Thye Poh aa ~n
j
honorary member. Fitzwil~iam wae the College where PM Leq KuaD
Yew read Law as an undergraduate. The student body paaeeq
~ m'Ot ion re~£uesting atudenf'e- to telephone the Singapore J:Hgli
Commieeion in London to remind them of the 21st anniverea~y of
I c ,'\l hi!! detention .

a

/A"'[{

. , on October 9, the President of the Cambr1d~e University S~udants .
1-t''' ljn~on (Sian Griff il:.ne) sent a letter to Brigadier-General .Lee
1 ' h)
,He i en Loong MP (son of the PM) . to express CVSU' s "eerious
•
,
~
concern" at Chia'a continued detention witho~Jt trial and the
(, ( C:.·1 "infringement of natural justice". Amnesty Int ' 1 regards ~Chia as
a prisoner of conscience who, as ~n oppoeition MP and univ.ereity
lecturer, never advooated violence. He is one of the long,estserving political pr1eonere in the world. The CUSU lette~ also
demanded the release of the 6 detaineee 3till being held f.rom'the
sweeps in May and June of this year.

-

r'

' US DEPT OF STATE REAFFIRMS POS!TION

In an October 20th letter to US Congreee member Matthew McHugh,
State Dept Asst Secretarv Richud. Schitter wrote: "We f irlnly
oppose the arrest and imprieonment ot people eimply for
expressing their political opin1one and the corollary practice of
detaining pereone for long periods without trial. The subject of
Singapore · ~ Internal Security Act detentions was raised wi~h the
Singapore government by Secretary Schultz during his June .. 1987,
vieit there and again during hie September meeting with Singapore
Foreign Minister OhanAbalan in September in Washington. ,The
' stato Department ' an~ u.s. · Embaaay in Singapore continue to' remind

--.
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Canada's prestigious national daily, THE ~LO~E ~ND MAIL.
editorialleed against the Singapora detontione on October~l4 (see
Updat~ 15) .
On October 24 a letter from the Singapore Hi h
Commissioner was printed repe~ting already d1ecreditod go: t
po~itione and allegations that Chia Thye Poh , arrested in ,1966,
wo~ a member of the Communist Party of Malaya and had adv~cated
armed struggle. Both of the~o allegations are completelY jUntrue
and have been shown to be eo over the past 20 years t o ev~ryone ' s
satisfaction except the Singapore govt'= · Alongside thi5il letter
wa~ another from Margaret John ot Amneety International.
ttawa,
stating that M.r Chia and the rocent detaineea dYe "detain d. not
for any criminal offence, but becaueo of the non-violent
expreasi on of the :ir op inj one. " Sl'Hl a leo rebut ted the allqgat ions
about Mr Chia , expressed her a~reernent with the editoria l :and
stated that At ' s "call for the irrmed1ate, unconditional ntlease
of Singapore's pri~onera of conaci~nce de~ervee Canadian
support".

f

DIPLOMAT BILAHARI KAUSIKAN GIVEN LONGER LEASH

First Secretary at Singapore'~ Washington Embassy, B1lahar.i
Kausikon, has been given a bit more rope by his superiors.. In
the ASIAN ,WALL STREET JOURNAL WEEKLY (AWSJW) ot August 17; Linda
Lim, a Singaporean economist teaching at the University o~
Michigan, wrote an exteneiv~ article "Singapore's HeaVY-H~nded
D~tentione" whieh Update reported previously.
On Septem.b~r 7,
Ka.usikan replied with an article "Must Marxiets ·Be Mi:!era~le?", a
shallow ~olemical piece which is a mixture of abuse and ·
intellectua l dishonesty.
<He may be used as a journalistic
successor to the cantankerous senior minister Rajaratn~ ~ho has
a similar scatter- gun di~regard tor the truth.)
·
On 26 October .Prof Linda Lim replied to this article in tije
fo ll ow.i ng vein: "Bi lahari Kau$ikan asserts that the S1nga~ore
political detainees' activitiee ~ere directed by the Comm4nist
Party of Malay~. But no sueh connection ho5 been proved qr even
alleged by the Singapore government, let alone con!eseed Qo by
the detainees themse l ves.'' Sht rebutted Ml:' Kaueikan's as~ertioms
point by point. She has since received a warning to de~i~t. But
the Singapore govt ought to be more worried by the loose qannon
it hoe in ita Washington Embasey.
'
A WINED-AND-DINED BOB H~WKE EQUIVOCATES
lnterviewe~ a l ong with PM Lee Kuan Yew on 2S November in
Singapore, Australian PM Bob Hawke equivocated when que~tioned on
the I nterna 1 Security Act. As reported in the next day's :STR~ITS
TIMES, the interview went as tollows when Mr Hawke wae aa~ed
whether he approved of laws such ae the ISA;

.-

"Mr HaWke: It's eomewhat
our experience. well, we
haven't been nece8eary,
to uee them.
A~ far as

- ---"---

presumptuous ot , us simply to say from
haven't got those instruments. they
Therefore, you are unequivocally Wrong
we're concerned. where there ie the u~e

I

Emergency committe,.e for .human rightf
in Singapore--- -- - -- - - -- - '\\

THE· INIERNAT10NAL

CHBISIIA~

CQNHECTlQH

oith~r

With the h!qh probability that
the Sinqapore or Malays i an
gove~nment~ will attempt to include intern~tionol Chrietifn
organisations i n their emerging oon~pirocy theorie~. we o e
pub li ehing a l ~at of those with known int~rnot io na l Chr i e ion
connections who have been persecuted by theae two govts. 1 We do

f

thl:eb::::•:: attoot to the character of . the Persecuted Plraons
~Y estab li shing that they associated openly with reputablf.
international organieatione in a relationshi~ of mutual e~pport
and tru~t:
I

we wiell to inform people of· conscience around the wor l~ who
object to the use of the Internal SecuritY Act to eilenee :
democratic Qissent eo that theee supporters may be able t ~
respond in on informed manner to any concocted "consp1racr ";
I

we wish to turther publici=e these already well-known
connect i ons to diminish even further the cre~ib111ty or any c l ai m
th~t ~ "con~pirelcy " ot any sort has exi!!ted.
we w18h to ~how that people of other taithe and pereua ions
have been ecumenically involve~ and that there can be no ueetion
of some kind of "Chri~:~tian conepiracy" to convert others l" t o
inf l u6nco political decisions by meane ot sectarian press re.
The liet is subject t o correction and addition.

A.

SINGAPORE

l . Mr Vincent CHENG (still detO:in6d)
j
Rel~ted to (R/ to) Office ot Human Development of · the Fedelat i on
of As1an Bishops' Con!erencee (Manila). Urban Rural Miaei n . (URM)
Desk of the Chrietian Conference ot Asia (CC~}. prev1ou~l r/to
Student Christian Movement (SCM) & World Student Chrietia~
Federat.i on CWSCFl .
j·

,

2. Mr CHEW Kheng Chuan (detained & conditionallY releas.d)
R/to CC~ j;n proteseional capacity as managing director of ~
Wordmaker typeeetting firm which handled CC~ publicatione !in
Education. Youth and tor the CCA Asseml:)ly, Seoul. 1985.
I
}
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13 . Mr Harrison NG~U (still detained)
R/to CCA YOUTH throu~h tho RYP network for several years •nd
attend~d the RYP workshop in the Philippines, 1980.
14 . Brother Anthony ROGERS (still detained)
R/to Office of Human Development of the Catholic Church 1~
Malay~ia as deputy-director of OHD . R/ to CCA through at t$ ndan ce
at CCA DeveloP ~ent Conference, 1984.
)

15 . Me Irene Patricia Lourdes XAVIER (still detained)
R/to CCA-URM as a eooial worker among poor urban Indian
Malaysians .
•

Releaeed by the Eme~~ency Committee for Human Righte in
Singapore. P 0 Box 28-100. Chrietchurch, Aotearoa- New z•aland.
December. 1987.
,-

!

Il

In reeponee to the detentions in Malaysia, another organi~ation
has been :3et u p . The new organisation fs dit!erent !rom dur
organi~ation but we are happy to paas materia l and corres~ondence
on to them .
!
If you wish to contact them directly and to r&ceive

up-to~ate

information on the Malaysian human rights situation, their,
addreee isr
EMERGENCY COMMITTEE FOR HUMAN RIGHTS IN MALAYSIA
P 0 BOX S~02
RICC~BIOH

CHRISTCHl]RCH
NEW ZiALAHQ

?leas& give . thie new group every support in their important task
of informing the public and pressing for the release of the
Malaysian detaineea.

. ··. a~--
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M8 Margaret Lovell-Smith, writer.

13. Archdeacon
Christchurch.

~lan

McKenzie.

Vic~r-Goner4l,

Anglican Diocese o! ··

14 ..Sir Guy Powles. former Chief OJ®udoman of NZ, Member of the
International Commi:~eion ot Juriets.
··-.o.;
15. Rev BArbara Stephens. Director of Christian World Service of
tho National Council ot Churchee. former Education Secretary of
the Christian Conference ot Aeia (Singapore).
16. Rev David M T~ylor. Amnesty lnt&rnational and former General
Secretary o! tho National Council ot Churches in NZ.
•'

17. Rt Rev WhoXahuih~1 Vereoe. Anglican Bi:~hop of Aotoaroa;
member of the Central Committee ot the World Council of Churches
(Geneva).

The Chairper~on ot the Emergency Committee for Human Right~ in
Singapore (NZ> 19 Pat McCarthy. She ie active in the
Christchurch Catholic Commission for Evangelieation. Juetice and
Development.
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SINGAPORE HUMAN RIGHTS ALERT
DETAINEES HELD INCOMMUNICADO. ILL-TREATMENT REPORT & HABAEUS
CORPUS WRlTS FILED. LAWYER SPEAKS OUT. EX-DETAINEE IN BBC
INTERVIEW. MASS HELD. ARCHBISHOP'S GAME CLEARER. SECRET POLICE
EXPLOIT I~NOCENCE. A MILKSHAKE IN PICCADILLY . WljAT TO EXPECT.
INTERNATIONAL REACTION .

r
STILL HELD INCOMMUNICADO
The 8 rearrested ex-detainees and their former defence lawyer are
still being held incommunicado as of 25 April, 7 days after their
arrest. Internal Security Dept (ISD) officers are still telling
the detainees' families that they will be told in writing at a
later date where the detainees are and when they can see them.
Some families have threatened to file a missing persons report
with the police.
·

OPEN LETTER TO SECRET POLICE
On April 23 the families issued an open letter to the Director of
Inter-nal Security (who has always been "out" when they tried to
contact him) asking to know the whereabouts and circumstances of
their loved ones. The news of this letter was carried on the BBC
World Service on Sunday, 24 April.

ILL-TREATMENT REPORT FILED
Mr TEO Eng Seng, well-known artist and teacher and brother of
detained lawyer Ms Teo Soh Lung, has filed a police report
concerning the ill-treatment of Ms TEO when she was previously
under detention. This is a response to the govt taunts that no
complaint had been laid regarding torture or ill-treatment. Two
po li ce stations refused to accept the report but a third,
Tanglin, accepted it before they realised what it was.
HABAEUS CORPUS WRITS
A writ of habaeus corpus has been filed on behalf of Ms TEO Soh
Lung and is set dowh for hearing on 6 May. A writ for detained
d.e f ence 1 awyer Mr Patrick SEONG wi 11 be f.i led today, Monday 25
April. It'· is likely that Ms TEO will . also seek a judicial review
of both her arrests since she maintains . that the actions against
her since May 21 last year have been without .legal justification.
VINCENT . CHENG ALSO INCOMMUNICADq AGAIN .·:
..
. . . .
Subeeq'-lent" to the Apri 1 '19 arrests of ·the 8 ex--7-detainees and
their lawyer, Vincent's family· have had their vieits to him
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they are linked to the Communist Party of Malaya saying such
allegations are "complete balderdash" and she stood by the press
statement she and the other 8 have made. She said she will be
campai'gning for the release of the detainees and for the release
of Singapore's longest serving prisoner of conscience Mr CHIA
Thye Poh who has served 22 years to date. Ms TANG also said the
commission of inquiry would l>e a "mere whitewash", "You ca.n ' t
set up a commission of inquiry to investigate into the
allegations and, at the same time, before it is set up, re-arrest
everyone related to the statement except myself."
In reporting her radio interview, the STRAITS TIMES of 23 April
distorted her intention with a headline: "Ex-detainee: I' 11
campaign for Chia Thye Poh" and put her photo alongside that of
Chia. This thereby associates her with the govt's accusations
against Mr CHIA that he is a member of the Communist Party of
Malaya; allegations that have failed to convince any
international human rights body for the past ' 2 decades.
MORE GOVT EXCUSES
The STRAITS TIMES of 24 April reported the Prime Minister ' s
assertion on his return the day before from a trip to the US and
Italy. "'VJe must get down to the bottom of these allegations by
the 9 persons that they had been abused and assulted during their
detenti ons," he said. His son Brig Gen Lee Hsien Loong on 23
April refered toMs TANG ' s intention to campaign for· the release
of a ll the detainees by smearing her and Mr Chia in the same
sentence: "If she wants to lobby for Chia Thye Poh, doesn't that
mean she sympathises with what Chia Thye Poh believes, which is
the overthrow of the Government and the establishment of a
Marxis t state? Isn 't that what the plot is about?" It is
doubtful that even the audience he was speaking to was fooled by
this propaganda; he was in his constituency for a kindergarten's
parents' day function.
AND MORE DIRTY TRICKS
To ensure it can bring two decades of anti-communist propaganda
into play on the issue, the Home Affairs Ministry yesterday (24
April) released a statement reiterating its allegations against
Chia Thye Poh. In today's STRAITS TIMES (25 April) this was
played up both in a front page headline and in a subsequent
article.
The mention of Chia by Ms TANG in her BBC interview has enabled
the govt to imply that he is somehow connected with the present
detainees most of whom were about 5 years old when he was
detained. Some low journalistic tricks have been used to advance
this guilt by association device. For example, today ' s front
page article said that Mr Chia declined asylum in Canada last
year because he wants to be a revolutionary martyr (and omitted
tbe fact that since he has done no wrong he refuses to do
anything that would imply he has). Also carried in the s~e
article, · afte:t: this very s·t~ie news;· is the st9ry of the open

giving the lSD the facts as she knew in relation to her own
ac~ions.
She may not have been aware of how they could be used
against other detainees. Most of the ex-detainees have been
:arced to meet with their case officers after their release. Two
weeks ago at one such meeting, Ms LIM was asked whether it was
~~~e ~ha~. 11 years ago, she sent some books from her bookshop to
:.~ :'A:; K~:-; ? im-r in the UK.
She said she had. This exchange . r s
~=~ ~~e ~3si s of the govt's headlines that it has new evidence on
-:::'e :::):-.sp'!:;acy" and that Ms LIM was a vital 1 ink in sending
~=~s :c ~he Con~u nist Party of Malaya through Mr TAN.
FCR':"'tiCor<II NG,·
h~ve been issued by former student leaders of
~:~;~~=re ~niversity in 1974-75 concerning their alleged role in
:::~ :;::;~:=e::::. "conspiracy" .
From London and Hongl<ong respectively
Y...!- :--:..:; ~,'a;.; Pio•.-1 and !Jir TSUI Hon Kwong have told the press that
:.r. ~ ~~·.--: s. accusations are sheer fantasy.

~~;: ~..:3

~-:~:e:::'J:-:"':s
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:
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is Malaysian Ms Cecilia LIM Soi Moi, also a

=:-:.:.rde;n leader with Mr TAN in Singapore 13 years ago.

==~=e :~e~

she has not been politically active. However. last
less than 2 months after the massive d e tentions in
.-~:=~·:.S LIM and her husband were picked up by secret police
~~::::~ :~ e:r weekend shopping in their home town of Penang.
::-:.:.:; Z ~.·ear-ol d son was forcibly taken from them in th·e shopp i ng
c e~-:~~ ~~= she and her husband were separately interrogated
-::-.:.-~ ·.:;-~::t...t the weekend.
At 1east one of the interrogators was
:~c~ s:~gapore.
The secret police tried to r e cru it the couple to
: ~~!:~r~~e thei r peer group of university graduates and
·
:~~~~~~~e~ th em if they did not compl y .
The couple agreed but
~h ~. ~:y a:ter fled the country leaving all their bel ongi ngs
:~.:e:::2;e:-

::::._::.-.

ber.:r.. =..

WHAT TO EXPECT
It can be expected that the govt will use all its power to
extract retractions from the people held without trial and selfincriminating statements from those ex-detainees who are not in
deten t ion but in the wider prison of Singapore island under
restrictions on their civil rights. It will probably concentrate
on the narrow legalities such as " proof" of torture since it
knows, having committed the torture itself, there are no
independent witnesses. It will continue its massive propaganda
campaign as an exercise in self-justification for the benefit of
the citizenry of Singapore and foreign govts who want an excuse
not to get involved. Undoubtedly, the secret police have
techniques which have yet to be tried on this lot of detainees
anr;;l" which may "succeed" in destroying percept ion and persona 1 i ty
to the point wher.e the detainees say what they are told to.
However, since there is now a widespread "respect in Singapore for
the re-arrested detainees and an almost total disbelief of the
govt line, the Singapore Govt may be further alienating itself
from the people.
~-
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in Singapore, their frunily and educational background. His case
officer, S K Tan, had threatened to withdraw his privileges -TV
& video viewing, playing his musical i nstrument - if. he did not
cooperate. However, he had, until recently refused to write
anything. He had been to ld that his release would be decided at
"the very top" (ie PM Lee Kuan Yew) and that it would be unlil<ely
while the PM' s case against the FAR EASTER! ~ ECONOMIC REVIEW was
still pending. In recent weeks his family noticed that he was
again strained and tense.
It is also reported that Dr Ee Peng Liang, a Catholic layperson
who is a promine nt member of the ruling party, had been asl<ed to
help find Vincent Cheng a job in the church when he is released.
Vincent has also been told repeatedly that he should not talk to
the press when he is released. However, with the new arrests
that date has been delayed considerably.
MS TEO TALKS TO BBC & ASIAWEEK
Before her rearrest last week, Ms Teo spoke to the BBC on 18
February. She said she was interrogated in a very cold room and
the interrogating officers hit her on the face while shouting
continually. She was told to speak if she did not want to be
beaten up and she was not allowed to sleep for two and a half
days. Explai-ning why she broke her silence, she told ASIAWEEK:
"It's time the truth came out. The govt has always had its side
of the story pub l ished ahd I have just kept quiet."
CHATS" WI T.d THE SPOOKS
Most of the ex-detainees were "invited" from time to time to
chats with their ISO case officers. Over the weeks immediately
preceding the recent re-arrests , most of them were called once or
even twice. They were told that the ISO knew they were keeping
in to uch with each other and warned them against "being made use
of" by other ex-detainees. Some of the interviews were cordial
and br i ef while others were more direct. Questions asked
inc luded: Who amongst the detainees did they meet and why? Who
initiated the meetings? Were they still angry and bitter over
their arrests? Have they been "naught y"? Some of them were
asked whether lawvers Francis Seow, Teo Soh Lunng (now detained)
and Patrick Seong (now detained) had been trying to get them to
talk to the foreign press about their detent.ions. Ms TEO herself
was asked about the interview she gave to the BBC and whether she
·would "stop" if the govt stop ped "harping on the Marxist plot".
Ms Teo was last interviewed by the ISD over lunch on the Saturday
before her Tuesday re-arrest. At this meeting she was given a
warning about speaking out and it was implied again that the govt
wa~ · out to get Patrick Seong, presumably for being such an
effective and fearless defence lawver.
II

ARCHBISHOP "DE-ACTIVATES" JUSTICE AND PEACE
The remaining meffibers of the Catholic Justic~ and Peace
Commission ·asked for a meeting with Archbishop Gregory Yong on
March · 2. · He informed them about · the ' "dea-c tivation" of the
Corrunission and that they had "ceased to be members". He gave 3

•
q,

The 7-page letter states, "The accusations listed by the
[Singapore] government show l~ttle understanding of the way the
church perceives its role' in society and throws into question th·:~
reality of religious freedom in Singapore itself." The CCA says
it is providing detailed information on the accusations for the
benefit of member churches and councils "not because we have an
obligation to answer "the Singapore government 11 • The statement
then rebuts 5 main accusations by the Singapore government. It
concludes, "The government is not the ultimate source of wisdom
and power. This means that whenever there is conflict between
church and state, Christians are required to obey God rather
than human institutions ... In matters of faith, therefore, the
CCA is answerab le to God and not the Singapore, or any other,
government." The organisation has decided to decentralise its
offices to 4 places: Tokyo, Hongkong, Manila and Chiangmai.
The Indonesian Council of Churches .has withdrawn its initial
apparent agreement with the Singapore Govt's expulsion of CCA and
now says it regrets the action. It clai ms it was misquoted.
CHENG ADOPTED
Amnesty International branches in Canada ) an~ Hongkong have
aaop t ed Vincent Cheng as a prisone.r.:- of conscie-nce- and will work
for his release.
EXPLANATION SOUGHT
Malaysian economics professor, Dr Jomo K.S., wrote to the
Singapore Home Affairs ~inister on 5 February seeking an
explanation for the ban placed on his entry to Singapore. Since
he was abroad when the arrests of the Singapore detainees were
made last May-June, he questioned the grounds for the ban which
were stated to be related to actions in support of the detainees.
Dr Jomo is now a visiting professor at Cambridge University, UK.
(:,

MEDIA COMMENT

~~· l ·,J ' The Jan 4 Opinion column of the CHRISTIAN SCIENCE MONITOR (US)
1

f'

:~.·

carries the title "Singapore's capitalism doesn't spell democr.acy
-The creative people want more than cash, they want liberty",
Written by New York journalist Lucy Komisar. the article says,
"This country is increasingly undemocratic and repressive. Some
say that Lee Kuan Yew. who has been prime minister for 28 years,
uses a Leninist party with a capitalist program to run a Mandarin
dynasty. The press is controlled and public meetings can't be
held without official permission."

The ASIAN WALL STREET JOURNAL also on January 4 printed an
artie le by ,. John Berthelsen on the FAR EASTERN ECONOMIC REVIEW's
pull out from - Singapore. After giving details of the issue he
quoted an international banker in Singapore who "said that
businessmen in the country have lost their last readilY available
source of business and financial news. Busi'nessmen made the same
point in a recent US Embassy survey of American investment in
Singapore. They cited the restricted flow of information as a
matter of concern about doing business in the country."
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Seven yoong community leadei!S remain in prison wi thout trial . 'Ihey
were in their oells during the recent elections; without a voice,
without a vote, hostages to Singapore's "democracy". Yet they were
not powerless.

,

The government's election strategy was driven by its fear of the
emergence of principled -opposition symboli'sed by these sile!1t wit--:
nesses. At all costs the PAP sought to preserve the facade of its
diminished electoral power base. Since 1984, potential bases for
the emergence of community pressure groups have been suppressed f rom
the Law Society to the catholic Church. Moves to establish a more
credible parliamentary opposition have been undermined. · Individuals
have been attacked: the expulsion of J B Jeyaretnam from Parliament,
Francis Seow from the Law Society presidency, Devan Nair from head of
state. Appeals for more consul t.ation have been rejected, meetings
declared illegal, groups spied upon and ridiculed in the media.. 'The
Internal Security Act has been used t ime and again.
The PAP's fear of losing formal legitimacy even caused it to change
the rules of the electoral game by introducing group constituencies
and town councils presided over by MPs. But the government failed.
'Ihe PAP's share of the popular vot e d~reased, Lee Kuan Yew's "transition" has been slowed, the executive presidency fudged and over s eas
criticism has forced the prime minister to launch an unprecedented
journalistic popularisation of himself as a humane, family man.
More than a third of the population has had the courage to vote against
the government. 'Ihe firm base of electoral opposition established in
1984 has been consolidated. undoubt edly, the flC1fers trampled by the
Lee government will bloom again: new community groups will grow, new
opposition initiatives will arise.
The detainees remain in prison as a testimony to the coming spring and
the power of the international outcry against injustice.
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~asses continue to be held in Singapore in solidarity with the sufferings of tne
detainees and their families.

FRAOCIS SIDW SEm' HOSPITAL BILL
Francis Seow has been angered by recel.VlJ19 a hospital bill for treatment he
received at Singapore General Hospital during his detention. Mr Seow suffered
severe palpitations after 15 hours of interrogation and was admitted to hospital •
for a few hours for tests.
"'!his is adding insult to in jury. It is the bloody limit if you ask me. '!his is
not only twisting the knife in the wound, rut thra..~ing chili in it as well",' '";
Mr Seow told the Asian Wall St Journal.
Im'ERNAL SECURITY Acr MISUSED

"My arrest and detention provide a terrifying example of the misuse of the ISA
(Internal Security Act) for party political purposes 11 , said Francis Seow in a
press statement issued a few weeks after his release. He had been arrested and
detained only because he was a political threat to the People's Action Party, and
not because he was a security threat, he said.
His arrest and detention had caused incalculable loss and almost irreparable
damage to his reputation and to his law practice. The repercussions extended to
his fiancee, his family and his friends. Despite the fact that he is about 60
years old, has a heart condition, and has diabetes, he had been forced to stand
bare-footed, and at one stage, bare-bcxiied. He had been deprived of sleep, and
made to starx:l for 16 hours directly urrler the cold blast of an air conciitioner,
during Which time he was threatened with assault and verbally abused.
FRANCIS SEOW ACCUSED OF TAX EVASION
About a month after his release from detention, and just a few weeks before he
contested the Eunos seat in the Parliamentary elections, Francis Seow was charged
with six counts of eva5ion of income tax. Obviously timed to discredit him ·just
before the elections, Francis Seow himself saw the charges as 11 part of a systematic
pattern to stifle all but a token dissent and to silence independent critics in
a specific and grossly ad hominem way 11 •
"I have never sought, either wilfully or otherwise, to evade income tax", he said.
"'Ihese charges coming, as they do, after my recent detention and other examples
of Government interest in my personal and business matters I view with grave concern.

\;._ ~

the day he was arrested, Francis Seow's personal and his firm ' s financial
records were seized. 'IWo months later, on the day that the ISD returned the
records to the firm, the Income Tax authorities seized them. '!he Income Tax
Authorities later decided to press charges against Mr Seow, without giving him
time to answer various queries they had made of him. '!heir reason for doing so
was that Francis Seow had made a press statement about his arrest and detention
and also publicised the letter in which they refused to grant him an extension of
time in which to answer the queries they had made of him.
On

Mr Seow invited Singaporeans to make up their own minds whether these and other
events amounted to harassment of a ·person considering entering poll tics .
~
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"When I tal{e i ·nto ·account that my fiancee was expelled from Singapore shortly after
she had provided me with financial assistance, that an Act of Parliament was
.amended which compelled me to step down as President of the Law Society following
criticism of G:>vernment legislation, that ·my recent success following an appeal
to the Privy Council on a disciplinary matter (much cited by PAP Parliamentarians
.as to why . they feel I am a person of dubious . past) was not reported in the Straits
:Times despite . a reporter h aving worked on it ;. (when such matters ·are .tisually ·
.
reported), and that the PAP bas boasted of its ability to destroy me , l feel a grave
disquiet and ·im eroding faith in the sincerity ··o f the PAP {s .ciai.ms . that . th~y
we.l,.co~ opposition" •
, I ; •' ' •.•::;:.';. i!f'f..;(Ai)>l; .•·;;>· .:~ ...; ··, .,· .i . j J<J ·...i• ;.;:i·.~v:.~:.;;..);:_t;.,;•;:I.P.!' :. ·;.·. ,
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.e government s excuse for introducing the GRCs was that '~ ~ change would
<JUarantee minority representation. If this was their concern, it would seem
more appropriate to ensure this through their candidate selection process. The
reality is that exactly the same number of minority candidates was elected this
year as in 1984 .
1

/

The second factor which renders hollow any claim of a clear mandate is a consequence of the electoral system: the broad support enjoyed by the opposition
was not translated into formal representation. First-past-the ~post or plurality
systems, as used in Singapore, distort the relationship between voter preference
and formal representation. The Singapore government has long practised the art
of exaggerating this distortion to its advantage.
.. :~

\

The following statistics, drawn from the 1988 results as published in The Straits
Times, clearly illustrate the level of distortion:
* The PAP secured 98.76% of the seats on the basis of 61.8% of the votes, while
., the opposition secured 1.23% of the seats on the basis of 36% of the vote.
(In NZ in 1981, with a plurality system, the National Party won government
with just 38.8% of the popular vote.)
*In the 70 contested seats, it took an average of 12,290 vot es to elect a PAP

candidate while it t ook an average of 494,406 votes to elect an oppositior1
candidate.

*

If an electoral system based on proportional representation had been in use,
there would now be 29 opposition members in parliament.

There are important strategic lessons for the opposition parties to learn from
their 1988 experience. Given an electoral system whi ch does not reflect their
broad support, it may be more advantageous to "play the system" and systematically
target constituencies tbus concentrating their res.o urces. 'Ihe PAP was quick to
seize on the fact that, with 70 seats being contested, the opposition could
theoretically oust the government. The PAP was able to focqs its campaign on
discrediting opposition claims to government, diverting attention from the fundamental issue of the appropriateness of overwhelming one-party domi nation in
parliament. If the opposition had contested a minority of constituencies the
government would not have been able to divert attention in the manner it did.

'·•

Perhaps, given the political culture and history of Singapore under Lee Kuan YeM,
the lesson to be learnt for the opposition is that their energies should be
focussed totally on developing the most appropriate strategy f or establishing
themselves as a substantial and credible opposition. Then, and only then, will
the structural fortress that the PAP has built around its power base begin to
quiver.
OON-CDNSTITUENCY SEATS ACCEPTED
Mr Francis Seow and Dr Lee Siew Oloh of the Workers ' Party have accepted the two
seats for non-constituency MPs and have been declared MPs. Considerable disagreement continues among the opposition concerning whether these seats should
be accepted, since they were created by a PAP amendment to the constitution
before the 1984 election to manipulate public opinion into thinking that an
opposition presence i n parliament would be possible without actually voting for
them. {'!he t wo highest- scoring, but l osing opt3osition candidates have the right
t o t ake the seats which do not give the right to vote on important bills such as
finance).

'Ihe PAP has delayed t he opening of parliament :until Januacy, ostensibly due to
renovations i n par liament w ildings • However, observers note t hat this comes
after Francis . ~eow s court case i n December on government charges of tax evasion •
. If oonvicted he will probably be disqualified as an MP. 'lhe PAP cannot be wanting
.such ~ competent, fearless debater in the House even as a · n~n-a:mstitue!.lcy MP .
1
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2) The conditions on which they wer~~ ~eleased prevented them from going
back to their previous activities, and they have not broken any of those
conditions of release. The conditions did not forbid them to make any
press statement.

3) Power un:ler ISA to revoke any suspension of detention order must be
exercised only to prevent subversive acts, i.e. activities that threaten
safety or well-being of the State, o-:- threatening to overthrow Parliamentary
democracy by violent means.
·
4) 'Ihe Minister of Hane Affairs had acted in bad faith when he revoked the
suspension of the detention or(!,ers, as it is clear that the revocation

was exercised to:
a)

protect the Minister and Police from political embarrassment

b)

to use psychological pressure to find out why the detainees made
the press statement

Senior State Counsel Tiwari contended that if the de.c ision to detain
under the ISA was the Home Affairs Minister•s alone, the grounds for
detention could not be reviewed by the Court.
After a st hour hearing, Mr Justice Lai Kew O'lan reserved judgement.
He later, on 28.5.88, delivered judgement dismissing the applications
with costs.
9.6.88

Advisory Board representations made by all, including Vincent CHENG.

27.6.88

Anthony Lester QC submitted that:
The approach of courts other than the courts of Singapore and Malaysia
is in stark contrast. 'fue House of Lords, the Privy Council, the
SUpreme Courts of India, Zimbabwe and South West Africa and the courts
of South Africa have all recently held, in the context of preventive
detention on national security grounds, that the court can and should
objectively examine evidence for the grounds purportedly justifying the
decision-maker•s "satisfaction" to decide whether the precedent facts
to the exercise of the power actually exist . If they do not, the
detainee must be released. (Austin, Hurley, Katofa, Tameside, CSSU,
Ruddock). Particularly relevant is the Constitutional context in which
the pa.-.~ers are exercised : (Reynolds, Ten Cl\eng Poh, CX!g Ah Oman) .
The approach of the existing case law in Singapore and Malaysia is
contrary to the strong current of judicial opinion elsewhere i n the
world, and is erroneous. (4.1-4.8, 5.1).

t

29.6.8~
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In response to Lester's statement that TEO Soh Lung wanted to sue ISD
officers for false imprisonment and that he wanted to raise t:he issue
of conditions in the Detention Centre, the Government detailed for the
fir's t time in recent memory the conditions under which detaine~s were
held in the ISD's Whitley Road Centre.
On 2 . 8 . 88 Jus tice Lai 's 38 page jtrlgment was released, dismissing with
costs the application of TEO Soh lung. He said the COnstitution and

the.·· ISA gave the Home Affairs Minister sole discretion in deciding
whether the acts of any person were prejudicial to the security of
Singapore, and that it was for the ISD and the Executive to decide on
issues of national security. He went on to say that "'Itle likelihood,
extent arid duration of the risk (of the detainees resuming their former
......- t .: ! ·· · ·· ·· activities) are par .excellence the kind .and type of d~sions which case
law s ays must be left t o the professionals in the ISD and the Executive
-~
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SOME INTERNATIONAL RESPONSES

9.
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\ IJSA

!1 '!he

AMERICAN BAR ASS?CIATION sent a representative to observe the habeas corpus
proceectirx:;1s of Francl.S Seow and Teo Soh IJ.mg. Among his instructions were:
-to make known to the Co~~t, the authorities of Singapore .•. the interest
and concern of the American Legal Profession and the ABA in the legal
proceedings in question .

- to obtain in~~rmation about the conduct of these legal proceedings , the nature
of the charges against the accused •••
- to collect mare general background information concerning the circumstances
leading to these proceedings .
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THE LAWYERS' COMMITi'EE FUR HUMAN RIGiTS p.Jblished its concern over the ISA

, detentions ~n S~ngapore 1n the May issue of its newsletter, 'LAWYER TO LAWYER
NE~ORK', and recommended its readers to take action by telegram or letter
urg1ng the release of Francis Seow arrl the other ·detainees.

.

* Increa~1ng con~ern

.' .

...

.

w1th1n the ~about_ the deterioration of human rights in
Malays1a and Smgapore has culm1nated m the holding of a hearing by the (l)NGRESS
FOREIGN AFFAIRS SUBCOMMITTEE ON HUMAN RIG~TS AND INTERNATIONAL ORGANISATIONS on
recent developrrents in these two countries.
'Ihe hearing was held on 7th
July, and the Congressional Subcommittee heard testimonies from Representatives
of AMNESTY I~RNATIONAL, ASIA WATCH and PROFESSOR JOHN LENT of Temple University.
A representat1ve from the State Department also testified at a later date. ·
(Points of interest from the Asia Watch testimony are attached as Appendix 3 )
In

response to the hearings, the following Resolution emerged:

Regarding the protection and promotion of human rights in the Republic of Singapore:

.,

J

Whereas the peoples and the Governments of the United States and the Republic
of Singapore have developed friendly relations based upon scholarly and
cultural exchange, international commercial transactions, travel and tourism,
as well as a shared interest in political stability in Southeast Asia;
Whereas United States concern for the integrity of the individual and the.
protection of civil and political liberties is a cornerstone of American foreign
policy and should play an important role in the official united States relationship with Singapore;
Whereas the continued development of United States relations with Singapore is in
the best interests of the people of both countries, and is dependent in part
upon the development of Singaporean policies designed to ensure freedom from
arbitrary arrest and mistreatment of prisoners, as well as freedom of expression
and association;
Wh~reas ~he Singapore GJvernment has used its Internal Security Act in 1987 and
1988 to detain without trial for varying periods more than twenty political
opposition figures;
~
Whereas respected human rights organizations have reported that political
detainees have been subjected to mistreatment in detention that has included
.threats, prolonged sleep deprivation, assaults, and psychological disorienting
techniques:
·
· ··
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SIMBA (Singapore and Malaysian British Association) organised a public meeting
in June entitled "Political Repression arrl Human Rights in Mal aysia and Singapore",
at which Dr Olandra Muzaffar, President of Aliran (Malaysian social Reform
t-bvement) and TANG Fong Har, Singaporean lawyer, both ex-detainees in their
respective countries, were the guest speakers.

~ AMNESTY INTERNATIONAL (London headquarters) sent out 'Urgent Action' appeals in
June asking for messages to be sent to President Wee Kim Wee, Lee Kuan YeN, and
Minister of Home Affairs Jayakumar:-

·-·

- welcoming the unconditional release of Patrick Seong
-welcoming the release of Tang Lay Lee and Ng Bee Leng, and requesting that
their restrictions be immediately lifted
-expressing concern at Francis Seow•s detention and urging his release, along with
the immediate and unconditional release of the 8 others whom AI considers
prisoners of cons~ence
- requesting assurances of good treatment and access to families, lawyers and
doctors for the detainees.

I

* AMNESTY INTERNATIONAL also published a report on 23 August

1988 citing further
evidence of Lorture and ill treatment of ISA detainees in Singapore. 'Ihe report
containS testimonies from some of the detainees providing further evidence of
the methcds and techniques used by Singapore 's Internal Security Departrrent to
obtain "Confessions" from those detained. AI said it was calling on the Singapore
Government to establish an independent inquiry to investigate the reports of
torture and ill-treatment and to prosecute any offending officers. I t is also
calling for all those still detained to be released immediately and unconditionally
and for legal and civil restrictions to be removed from those already released.

* THE EUROPEAN PARLIAMENT put forward a motion for a Resolution, entitled, "Olia
Detained ~.o1i thout trial in Singapore one of the longest serving
Political Prisoners in the world" , calling for the immediate and unconditional
release or charge and fair trial of Chia Thye Poh.
'Ihe text of the motion is reproduced as Appendix 4)

'Ihye Poh

-
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* A group translates 9Pdate into Japanese to make leaflets.

About 50 people
gathered on 21st May anniversary. 'Ihe g11.1oup has organised itself to send a
Postcard every day £rom February until the end of this year to Minister of
Home Affairs Jayakumar, demanding immediate and unconditional release, or open
trial, for the detainees and 01ia 'Ihye Poh. '!he group also visited the
Singapore consul· at C5aka and the office of Singapore Airlines on 9th August.

* Japan Times reported that two groups held a rally during

Lee Kuan Yew's visit to
Japan in July to demand the release of the political prisoners in Singapore .
'!he two -'iJ'r01lp.'i\., SAVE THE SINGAPORE SIXTEEN and ASIA HUMAN RICliTS ALERT,
accompanied their action with strongly worded letters to Lee Kuan Yew.

~-
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Tokyo's CATHOLIC COMMUNITY held a quiet demonstration outside
' the Singapore embassy on- July- ro, collfcial"ngwith Lee Kuan Yew's visit to Japan,
to protest human rights violations by the Singapore G:wernrnent. Over 30 clergy
and lay gathered in rain with signs and placards. A mass was then held , attended
,by over 60 people, to offer concerns and prayers of support for the detainees and
their families. 'lhe. Natl.ona1. 0\rist.ian counci"l in Japan has urged the Government
, of Singapore to obs'erv~d pfOte~~~-e-detainees' fundamental rights while in
custody, in acco~dance with the UN Declaration of Human Rights, and has called for
-..;a.....-..:..;o;,~~~~
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An open letter was sent to Prire Minister lee l<uan Yeti on the occasion of
· Singapore ' s National Day , August 9 1988 . 'Ihe letter, signed by a member of
Parliament , several leaders of national 0'\urch organisations , -the President
of the NZ Council of Trade Unions and leaders of national aid and development
cgencies, p:>inted out that the world is shortly to mark the 40th anniver sary
of the Universal Declaration of Human Rights . I t calls on the Singapore
Government to restate its commitment to the principles of that Declaration ,
speci fically quoting those articles pertaining to such matters as arbi trary
arrest ani detention, torture, cruel or degradi ng treatment or puni shment, the
right to the protection of the law and a fair public. hearing, freedom of
expression, etc. The strongly worded letter goes on to challenge the Singapore
Government to answer the serious charges alleged against it of abuses of the
abovementioned principles and to state its respect for the Universal Declaration
of Human Rights .
A similar letter was sent to the Mal aysian Government.

*
(t-" .

Mi.nsiter of Foreign Affairs Russell Marshall has recently met with Singapore's
Foreign Minister Dhanabalan and Home Affairs Mini ster Jayakumar . Substantial
portions of both meetings were devoted to the question of Detainees in Singapore .
Mr Marshall made clear the NZ Government 's attitude to detenti on wi thout trial ,
and its concerns at the application of the , Internal Security Act in recent cases.
'llle Ministry of Foreign Affairs has also had discussions with the Malaysian High
Commission about the suspension of the Malaysian Supreme Court Judges, at which
New Zealand •s concerns were passed on.
G:IRISTIAN CONFERENCE OF ASIA
response t o the detentions , and also to t he clos.ing down of its of f i ce in
Singapore in December 198 7, the Christian Conference of Asia passed the fol lowing
resolution at its Executi ve Committee meeting in Manila in september :
In

IT IS NOW THEREFORE RESOLVED THAT CCA SHOULD HENCEFORTH:-

(

'

- instruct i t s s t aff not to travel on Singapor e Airlines
- inform all participants coming f or CCA Seminars, Workshops, Consultations,
Exposure Programmes, visitations and meetings that CCA will not pay for
travel on Si ngapore Airl ines
- urge its member Churches , National Councils , fraternal organisat ions , related
agencies and partner Churches t o i nitiate similar action against Singapore
Airlines
- that such symbolic action should continue till the Singapore government
withdraws i t s uncalled for arrl unwarranted allegations against CCA
- releases the s even persons presently detained under the Internal Security Act.

15.
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RlE'VHIEW & OU'flOOlK
Singapore's New Guard
Singapore's parliamentary elections
last Saturday. marked an Important
moment In Prime Minister Lee's hand·
off of power to a young generation of
politicians. His second-generutlon slate
or People's Action Party candidates
won 80 of 81 seats In lhe newly ex·
panded parliament. The! Prime Minister-the only member of the PAP's old
guard to ,return to office-said he Is
now ready to be nudgt1d out by the
first deputy prime minister, 47-year·old
Gf>h Chok Tong. Mr. Lee also hailed his
party's election victory as "the peo·
pie's verdict on the new guard."
It's good to see Mr. Lee recognize
that Singapore has reached a transition
point. or course, the 64·year-old Mr.
Lee lmplled that though he inay not
seek the presidency, he may well stay
on as prime minister for two more
years before letting Mr. Goh nudge him
anywhere. That, along with Mr. Lee's
position as secretary general of the
PAP, would allow him plenty of oppor·
tun'lty to channel the efforts of the .
new guard.
Under the Prime Minister's leadership, Singaporeans built themselves a
prosperous, modern society. But In
such a society 1\fr. Lee's autocratic
leadership style Is increasingly out of
date. The Issue Is whether the coming
transition will be toward anything
more appropriate. The sad answer so
far Is that Mr. Lee seems bent on rebottllng the same old brand of PAP .
rule, complete wtth Its Intolerance of
criticism or organized political opposl·
tlon. This Is bad news for the future ot
Singapore.
Despite the lopsided parliamentary
outcome, a record 38.2o/• o.f the popular
vote Saturday went to the opposition; It
seems that not everyone In Singapore
enaorses the current political arrange·
ments. Under lhe rules Mr. Lee and his
party have designed. 38o/o of the vote
managed no more than to return one
MP, Chiam See Tong, to his lone opposition seat. Thls election outcome Is
hardly surprising, of course, when you
recall the political choreography lead·
lng up to the vote.
Almost two years ago, one of the
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two opposition members of parliament,
Joshua B. Jeyaretnam, lost hls seat on
a legal technicality when he was found
guilty of falsifying hfs party's a~counts.
A rew months later came the arrests or
the "Marxist conspirators." These
were 22 young · government critics,
some of whom later said their confes·
s!ons had been forced under torture.
This spring brought the arrest of a
prominent opposition lawyer, Francis
Seow. He was jailed for 12 days while
the government investigated whether
he hnd unpatriotlcally threatened state
security by consorting with American
diplomats. In lhe end, Mr. seow was
released but charged with six counts of
tax evasion, for which he will face
judgment later this year. Also this
spring, the government introduce(l Its
new system olleam:candldate conslitu·
encles, which make It harder ·for a
single strong opposition candidate to
win a seat in parliament. It was In just
such a race that Mr. Seow was nar·
rowly defeated last Saturday.
There Is little tolerance for ·rull dis·
ctlsslon of such events In Mr. Lee's Sin·
gapore. Back In 198&, Mr. Jeyaretnam
was penallzed for outspoken remarks ·
on the noor of parliament. Three re· ·
glonal publlcallons, Including this
newspaper, sUI! have their circulation ;
restricted In Singapore tor "engaging .
In· domestic politics." Correspondents ·
from the Asian Journal and The Far
Eastern Economic Review were not al·
lowed to report In Singapore on the re·
cent electlons.'And a former president
of Singapore, Devan Nair. faces a dera.
maUon suit because a !ew months ago
he went so far as· to say publicly that
Mr. Seow's polltlcaJ tacllcs resembled
those of Lee Kuan "(ew some 30 years

ago.
In this constricted political atmosphere, Mr. Lee allows lltUe room for
anyone else to maneuver while he ·goes
through the process of chani1ng lhe
guard. The question Is, what Is lhu sec·
ond generation of poUtlcal leaders beIng drilled to defend? The aspirations
of the citizens of Singapore? Or the
cramped and eccentric political system
the Prime Minister has erected?
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J MEDIA RESPONSE

':l 7.

s~~ARY I

'Ihe follcwing are just a few examples we have noted of recent media coverage
of events in Singapore:Election
5.9.88

OONGKONG STANDARD; "Singapore needs deeper roots in r::emocracy". F.di torial
criticising the "no holds barred tactics" of the election campaign, PAP exclusion
of opposition views from media, person~l campaigns against opposition candidates,

especially Francis Seow, and the use of the ToNn COuncil SCheme, and predicting
an increasing yearning for democracy in Singapore that will not happen under LKY .
5.9.88

SYDNEY MORNING HERALD: "Lee Ready to be 1 Nlrlged Aside' Although the Government
got 80 of the 81 seats, the results of overall voting confirm that a solid third
of the voters are not happy with the PAP".

5.9.88

SOUTH CHINA MORNING POST: "PAP retains stranglehold -but the opposition will
be a threat in future campaigns" . Article pointing out that despite the PAP 1 s
control of 80 of the 81 seats, the percentage of suwort for the PAP is slipping,
and "the winds of change are starting to rustle the leaves".

'fr
6.9.88

SOtJl'H CHINA MORNING POST: "Self Interest Triumphs in Singapore Elections".
Editorial, concedes election result was 'political and personal triumph' for
LKY, but also points to the price of Singapore's progress under him, including
that "his international image will not have been improved by the treatment of
some . of his fellcw countrymen over recent months".

6.9.88

'IHE AUSTRALIAN:

9.9.88

ASIA WALL STREET JOURNAL: Claims Lee 1s autocratic style is out of date. Points
out that under the PAP designed rules, 38 . 2% of the vote gained the ~position
only one seat. Goes on to describe the "Political choreography" leading up to
the vote, including Jeyaretnam 1s demise, the arrests of the "Marxist Conspirators",
and Francis Seow, the Team Candidate constituency scheme which made it harder
for the Opposition to gain seats, and the restrictions on foreign media.

"Lee Wins but cpposition Grows" Editorial
,;Support for Lee Eroding Steadily" Article

FAR EASTERN ECX>OOMIC REVIEW: "Many are Called ... ~position Parties out in
Strength against ruling Juggernaut" and "Swing Along with Lee. '!he PAP
Stages a Street Party to catch Votes II •
2.9.88

ASIAWEEK:

1. 9. 88

FAR EASTERN EmOOMIC REVIEW: "Striking While it •s Hot - A Snap Poll Catches
a Booming Economy and Weak (l:lposi tion".

10.9.88

CHRISTCliURGI PRESS (NZ): "Mr Lee Bowing Out" - Fdi torial describing Singapore's
democracy as 11authoritarian"
General

6.6.88

"A Watershed Election"

Covera~e

Article

.

FINANCIAL TIMES: "Backward Steps in Singapore", describjn;J LKY as becoming
"rather less than more benign" and his governrrent as noversensitive to criticism
and insecure" •

._...,..,...., ................., . . . '-' • ...., .. "'."" .....,.. - ...... ...,.~ ........ ..,..,
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DO YOU REALLY WANT
MR FRANCIS SEOW?
(Part Ill)

Dear Voter,
After the elections, a iown Council will be formed in Eunos constituency.
It''--(ill take over from the HOB responsibility for the whole estate.
It will keep your corridors dean, your lifts in working order, and your rubbish cleared.
Before August next year, the HDB will hand over everything to the Town Council, and
withdraw.
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Your MPs will run the Town Council.
If you elect the three oPus to be your MPs, we will make sure everything works as smoothly as
before, and even better. ·
Our colleagues, PAP MPs in Ang Mo Kio, have done it.
But if the Workers' Party are returned, Mr Francis Seow, Dr Lee Siew Choh and En Mohd Khalit
Baboo will be in charge: ·
Are you sure they know what to do 7
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Mr Francis Seow said last Saturday: "What is so difficult about managing an estate?"
He should know; he is an experienced man.
He has run his own law finn since 1971.
After 17 years of steady buildup, he now has 3 clerks and one office boy.
He used to have two other lawyers.
But they resigned, because for months Mr Seow did not pay their salaries.
Even with this manpower saving, Mr Seow has been unable to pay the CPF of his 3 clerks and
one office boy.
He owes them more than $10,000.
The CPF Board has just issued him another summons, to recover his staff's CPF money for
them.
Perhaps this should have been expected.
Francis Seow is frank about his abilities.
As he said about himself, "I am also not good in managing financial matters."
Can you imagine what will happen, if Mr Seow runs your Town Council the way he runs his
law firm?

•

A Town Council has 300 workers, not 3 clerks and one office boy.
It looks after 300 blotks of flats.
If the Town Council staff are not paid, or their CPF is held back, do you think they will still be
clea.ring your rubbish chutes, or washing your common corridors?
Of course, this disaster might never happen.
Mr Seow may be disqualified from being an MP in December after his trial for fraudulent
evasion of income tax. In which case his team-mates, Dr Lee Siew Choh, who is 70 years old
and En Mohd Khalit Baboo. an SBC comedian, will be left to look after the
Town Council.
As En Mohd Kh3lit Baboo said, if Ronald Reagan can run 'the United States of America, why
can't Khalit Baboo run the Eunos Town Council.
.If this is so, you may be alright after all!
Do you really want Francis Seow to be your MP7
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APPENDIX 'mREE:

POINTS OF INI'EREST FROM THE ASIA WATCH TESTit-ONY BEFORE
US CONGRFSS SUBCOMMITI'EE

The Program Director of Asia Watch stated in his testimony :- "Asia ~oJatch believes
that the arrests are only the most recent Lndication of what can only be described
as exceptional intolerance on the part of the ruling P.eople's Action Party.
Among other instances of such intolerance, he spoke of the Government's various
defamation actions against ill-financed opposition candidates, its case against
opposition Workers Party leader, J B Jeyaretnam, the t.tghtening Press La\vS
which deter foreign publications from commenting on politics in Singapore, and
its prompt legislative restriction of the activities of the Singapore Law Society
when it criticised tl1is move.
'Ihe testimony goes on to describe the history and scope of the ISA, its application
to Chia Thye Poh, who has been detained under it for 22 years, and to the recent
detainees • . It describes the allegations against the detainees, and the Singapore
Government 's failure to produce any evidence to support those allegations . It
continues:- "'lhere are many laws and regulations 1n place to assure government
control of association and political expression in Singapore, although the
deterrent value of the ISA detention provisions makes frequent use of other
treasures largely unnecessary. " Among these are listed the Minister of Hane
Aff airs's powers:
-to prohibit an individual · from taking part in the activities of or acting
as an adviser to any organisation or association
- to close schools or educational institutions if he is satisfied that they
are bei ng used for detrimental purposes or as meeting places for an unlav1ful
sodety (this includes tertiary i nstitutions such as the National University
of Singapore and the Singapore Polytechnic)

r

-

to control admissions to tertiary institutions through the reqw.rement of a
certificate of suitability (\vhich may be denied i f the Director of Education
has "reasonable gra.mds for eelieving that the applicant, if admitted, would
be likely to promote, or otherwise participate in, action prejudicial to the
interest of security of Singapore, or any part thereof")

- to deny registration to organisations (if satisfied that "it would be
contrary to the national interest for the soicety to be regist ered") . 'Ihe
Mi nister •s decision is outside the scope of judicial review and reasons for
it are not required to be given.
- to dissolve registered societies (this power is not subject to scrutiny).
Officers ·of dissolved societies are not eligible to act or be elected as
officers of any other society for 3 years afterwards except with the Minister's
written permission .
The testimony then describes Government control of the media and its punishment
of those magazil)es which reported events in Singapore in a manner not to its
lik,ing.
·
Finally, it urges stronger responses by the US Governmen·t to the situation in
Singapore, strongly endorsing the Resolution of Congress to support legislation
expressing concern over the deteriorating Human Rights situation in Singapore ,
and urges that the Subcommittee consider it favourably .
r--..:.

